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Humans perceive the world via multiple modalities, as information from a single modality

is usually partial and incomplete. This observation motivates the development of machine

learning algorithms capable of handling multi-modal data and performing intelligent rea-

soning. The recent resurgence of deep learning brings both opportunities and challenges to

multi-modal reasoning. On the one hand, its strong representation learning capability pro-

vides a unified approach to represent information across multiple modalities. On the other

hand, properly training such models typically requires enormous data, which is not always

feasible especially for the multi-modal setting.

One promising direction to mitigate the lack of data for deep learning models is to trans-

fer knowledge (e.g . gained from solving related problems) to low-resource domains. This

procedure is known as transfer learning or domain adaptation, and it has demonstrated

great success in various visual and linguistic applications. However, how to effectively trans-

fer knowledge in a multi-modality setting remains a research question. In this thesis, we

choose multi-modal reasoning as our target task and aim at improving the performance of

deep neural networks on low-resource domains via domain adaptation. We first briefly dis-

cuss our prior work about advertisement understanding (as a typical multi-modal reasoning

problem) and share our experience from addressing the data-availability challenge. Next,

we turn to visual question answering, a more general problem that involves more compli-

cated reasoning. We evaluate mainstream VQA models and classic single-modal domain

adaptation strategies and show that existing methods usually suffer significant performance

degradation when directly apply to the multi-modal setting. We measure the domain gaps

in different modalities and design an effective strategy to manually control domain shifts

on individual modalities, which helps better understand the problem. Lastly, we present

a systematic study across real datasets to answer a few fundamental questions regarding
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knowledge transfer in VQA, such as the sensitivity of various models towards different types

of supervisions (i.e. unsupervised, self-supervised, semi-supervised, and fully supervised).

We conclude by sharing the limitations and our vision for future research directions.

Keywords: Domain Robustness, Multi-modal Reasoning, Visual Rhetoric, Advertisement

Understanding, Visual Question Answering.
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1.0 Background

1.1 Multi-modal Tasks

With the rapid growth in artificial intelligence and significant progress made in vision

and language, researchers have started to tackle problems that involve more than a single

modality. We list some widely studied multi-modal tasks below.

• Audio-Visual Speech Recognition [93, 97, 129, 31, 27] aims to better recognize

speeches of a speaker with the help of visual signals such as lip and tongue movements,

which is particularly effective in noisy environments. This is one of the earliest examples

of multi-modal research. The modalities involved include visual and acoustic.

• Multimedia Content Indexing and Retrieval [13, 158, 78] aims to retrieve the per-

tinent samples across different modalities, which is important in numerous applications.

For example, it allows the search engines to take image or sound as inputs to recom-

mend the most relevant entries. The modalities involved are usually visual, textual, and

sometimes knowledge base.

• Image Captioning [59, 44, 134, 57, 152] aims to generate well-formed descriptive sen-

tences for given images. Usually, this task requires the model to manipulate visual and

textual modality for image understanding and language generation respectively.

A common approach for tackling these problems is to find a joint representation space

(i.e. multi-modal space) [64, 29] or properly mapping concepts from one modality to the

other [33].

It is worth mentioning that some of these tasks, although widely accepted as cross-

modal vision+language tasks, are not belonging to the “reasoning” that we will discuss in

this thesis. The rationale is that the interaction across modalities in these tasks is reduced to

“equivalence”, as they are equivalent representations for a single entity in multiple modalities.

To some extent, these tasks can be seen as a special form of “machine translation” or

“information retrieval”, where the information is stored in more than one modality. We
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emphasize that the tasks we want to study require more complicated reasoning, as the

messages delivered in separate modalities might differ in various ways. For example, in

Section 2.3.3 we will discuss the delicate interplays for messages carried by visual and textual

modalities in advertisements.

1.2 Visual Reasoning and Visual Question Answering

The rapid development of recognition-level perception models provides the necessary

building blocks for enabling more abstract, cognition-level reasoning. One of the hallmarks

of human intelligence is the ability to reason using data from multiple modalities. This ob-

servation motivated the development of intelligent machines or machine learning algorithms

to mimic such functions of humans. Several classic tasks widely regarded as multi-modal

reasoning include visual reasoning [56, 49], self-driving [146], motion planning [99], and vi-

sual dialog [24]. The perception modalities that carry sensory signals usually include visual,

linguistic, acoustic, and others. It is worth mentioning that in some cases external knowledge

is seen as a special modal of information, even if the “external knowledge” may appear in

flexible and versatile forms.

Among them, visual reasoning is a commonly used proxy for multi-modal reasoning,

where visual signals play critical roles in solving the task. Particularly because of the resur-

gence of deep learning, visual recognition has evolved to a great level, thus reasoning based

on reliable visual representations has been an active research area in the past decade. The

other modality in visual reasoning is usually textual, and one notable representative is vi-

sual question answering [5, 38]. Visual question answering (VQA) aims at building an in-

telligent system to answer natural language questions regarding an image as visual context.

Some VQA variations may involve more than two modalities such as knowledge-based visual

question answering (e.g . FVQA [141], Mucko [169], KVQA [119]), and visual commonsense

reasoning [160, 157]. Tremendous efforts have also been devoted to build VQA systems with

specialized expertise, such as medical VQA [7, 138, 111], video surveillance [70], and the

ones to assist the visually impaired [40, 39]. A recent survey [6] elaborated with more details
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about potential applications around visual question answering.

As one can imagine, building a successful VQA system need accurate representation

for both textual and visual modality, and proper reasoning across modality. In Fig. 11 of

Section 4.2 we demonstrate an abstract generic pipeline for regular VQA systems. In general,

a VQA model has dedicated encoding modules to represent image and questions, and have

reasoning modules to update its internal understanding about the situation. Various models

have different selections for the modules, and popular choices include convolutional neural

networks, recurrent neural networks, attention-based Transformers, etc., mostly relying on

neural networks as its foundation. Therefore, it is no surprise that large amount of annotated

data in the form as image–question–answer triplets is required for VQA model training.

Most of fundamental research regarding VQA algorithms and pipelines are around a few

well-established benchmark datasets, such as VQA-v2 [38], CLEVR [55], GQA [49], etc. In

Table 1 we summarized some most widely used VQA datasets and the key statistics and

characteristics. In Sec. 3.3.1 we also compared 9 popular VQA datasets regarding the data

distributions in both visual and textual domains.

However, as pointed out by [6], for application-specific VQA datasets it is much more

difficult to collect as many samples as in these general purpose VQA benchmark. Therefore,

a key obstacle that keeps VQA models that perform well on benchmarks from being as suc-

cessful on real-world applications is the lack of annotated Image–Question–Answer triplets,

which motivates our work for improving domain robustness.

1.3 Domain Robustness and Domain Adaptation

Robustness is a desired property for almost all complex systems, as it refers to the

general capability of dealing with errors or corruptions throughout a processing pipeline.

In the context of computer science and machine learning, it still can mean many different

things and is most commonly referring to the stability of output with respect to noise in

the inputs. For example, a particular topic that gains increasing interest is adversarial

robustness, which aims to build classifiers that can preserve prediction capability under

3



Dataset Conference/Year Type
Image

Count

Q/A

Count

DAQUAR NeurIPS’14 Real Image 1K 12K

COCO-QA NeurIPS’15 Real Image 117K 117K

VQA ICCV’15 Real Image 204K 614K

Visual7W CVPR’16 Real Image 47K 327K

Visual Genome IJCV’17 Real Image 108K 1.7M

CLEVR CVPR’17 Synthetic Image 100K 853K

VQA 2.0 CVPR’17 Real Image 204K 1.1M

KB-VQA IJCAI’17
Real Image,

Template Question
0.7K 2.4K

FVQA TPAMI’18 Real Image 2.1K 5.8K

VizWiz CVPR’18 Real Image 20K 205K

OK-VQA CVPR’19 Real Image 14K 14K

GQA CVPR’19
Real Image,

Template Question
113K 22M

Table 1: Brief summary of of popular visual question answering datasets.
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“adversary attack” where inputs are poisoned by malicious attackers with intention of fooling

the system [126, 148, 162].

Domain robustness as recently advocated in several AI subareas such as machine trans-

lation [94], image classification [128], and speech processing [10], measures a different per-

spective of robustness. It aims at evaluating the capability of a system facing unseen “out-

of-domain” samples in the test time.

In this context, a “domain” represents a probability distribution from which the samples

are drawn. It is worth noting that “domain” may refer to slightly different things in differ-

ent applications. For example, Penn Treebank WSJ corpus [89] is a frequently used dataset

in natural language processing and is widely considered as the canonical newswire domain.

On the contrary, social media such as Twitter or Instagram posts are treated as a different

domain and people have tried to transfer models in both directions [72]. In this case, both

domains are documents in English but of varied writing styles. Another example is Amazon

review dataset [106] which collects reviews consumers wrote about their purchase, and it

contains comments in multiple languages across different product types (e.g . Books, DVDs,

and Music). It is used for studying sentiment analysis in cross-lingual and cross-domain

settings, and the domain here is defined as comments regarding different “products”. In this

case, documents in different domains may be of similar writing styles but are describing dif-

ferent subjects [73]. The different interpretations also exist in computer vision applications.

For example, VLSC [61] contains images from four different datasets (VOC Pascal 2007 [28],

LabelMe [114], SUN09 [20] and Caltech-101 [30]) across five shared categories (“bird”, “car”,

“chair”, “dog” and “person”). The images from each dataset are collected by researchers fol-

lowing different protocols, thus the domain discrepancy can be seen as unintentional “dataset

collection bias”. Another commonly used benchmark is PACS [69] dataset, which collects

common objects in different visual depictions such as “art painting”, “cartoon”, “photo”

and “sketch”. Here the domains are mostly representing objects with vastly different visual

appearances. An interesting study [110] shows that on a newly collected ImageNet test set,

various models show consistent and significant performance drop (> 10% in accuracy) even if

the data collection process tried to mimic the original data distribution as much as possible.

In this case, the newly collected dataset (namely ImageNetV2) serves as a shifted domain
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from the original ImageNet, and the gap here is even more difficult to describe. In this thesis,

we usually refer to a domain based on the specific dataset that contains the samples.

The change of distribution across domains is termed as “domain shift” or “distribu-

tional shift”. Even though machine learning algorithms have achieved remarkable success

on various benchmarks, a fundamental, commonly shared assumption is that training and

test data should be sampled from the same distribution. Therefore, when test samples are

out of distribution in the “domain shift” setting, the performance usually drops catastroph-

ically [107, 131].

Achieving domain robustness is of great importance. When deploying algorithms to

real-word applications, it is not uncommon that actual data may drift from the training

distribution due to a change of condition during data acquisition. It is also possible that the

training dataset can never capture the true distribution due to sampling bias. Therefore,

a system that lacks domain robustness may find it hard to produce accurate predictions

outside of the experimental setting.

Two closely related frameworks, domain adaptation and domain generalization, have

been proposed to address the challenge. The general idea is somewhat similar because they

both aim at learning a model from a labeled source dataset that can generalize well to a

different but related target dataset. The main difference between the two is the availability

of “target domain”: domain adaptation bears in mind a specific target domain when training

the model, while domain generalization aims at supporting arbitrary target domain which is

unknown during training. We will briefly introduce these two frameworks below.

Domain adaptation is effective when the target domain is known when training a

model on the source dataset, just that the labels in the target domain (if available) are

insufficient for directly training an “in-domain” model. It can also be seen as a particular

case of transfer learning that utilizes labeled data from the source domain to help with the

data-poor target domain. Domain adaptation has been widely studied in computer vision

(e.g . image classification [132, 82], object detection [45, 51], biomedical imaging [53, 26, 165],

et al .) and natural language processing (e.g . machine translation [94], sentiment analysis [22],

named entity recognition [63], et al .). General domain adaptation strategies can be roughly

categorized into three major classes [140, 145].
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• Divergence-based domain adaptation works by minimizing some divergence crite-

rion between the source and target distributions, in order to obtain a domain-invariant

feature representation. The most commonly used methods for comparing and reduc-

ing distribution shifts include maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) [82, 151], correlation

alignment (CORAL) [103], and Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [170], among others.

• Adversary-based domain adaptation tries to incorporate adversarial objectives dur-

ing training to increase the domain robustness. It can be achieved by a generator to

synthesize related data in the target domain [80], or in a simplified form by a domain

confusion loss to match the distributions across the source and target domains [34, 35].

• Reconstruction-based domain adaptation introduces auxiliary reconstruction ob-

jective to create an invariant feature space for different domains, leveraging the cycle

consistency [166]. Various techniques can be used to achieve the goal, such as encoder-

decoder models [37, 9], self-supervised reconstruction [15, 115], or generative adversarial

networks [62].

Domain generalization aims at a different scenario when the target domain is un-

known during model training. This is arguably more challenging than domain adaptation as

the model is expected to work on arbitrary unseen datasets rather than a specific fixed target

domain. Since there is no a priori knowledge about the target distribution, the key is to

train a domain-agnostic model that can extract invariant representation from the source do-

main while ignoring domain-specific statistics. It is usually essential to have multiple source

domains at training time, and empirically increasing the diversity within the source domain

usually help with increasing robustness. One recent study on image classification [128] claims

that “the only reliable intervention that improves (domain) robustness to multiple natural

distribution shifts is training with a more diverse dataset”. Compared to domain adapta-

tion, domain generalization represents a better approximation of deploying machine learning

algorithms in real-world applications, because arbitrary distributional discrepancies between

training and testing can happen.

Although the concept of domain robustness has been around for over a decade and various

theories, algorithms and benchmarks are established to tackle the problem, it is rarely studied

in the multi-modal reasoning setting. For example, when the model needs to process inputs
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across multiple modalities for solving a task, the domain shift is more complicated to define.

In this thesis, we attempt a classic multi-modal visual reasoning problem, i.e. visual question

answering, from the domain robustness perspective.

1.4 Few-shot Learning in Transfer Learning

Domain adaptation can also be seen from a transfer learning perspective, which is closely

related to few-shot learning or zero-shot learning when data is the target domain is limited.

In brief, few-shot learning aims at training a classifier with very limited samples within each

class, for example, a N -way-K-shot classification model is only trained on N ×K instances

with K samples per class for a N -way classification. A special case is zero-shot learning,

where no samples about a specific class is ever used during training but the model still needs

to recognize it. This seemingly impossible task is actually not so hard for human beings,

if we think about it this way: no one has ever seen E.T. (extraterrestrial being) but in the

movie people can immediately tell it is not from the earth. Common strategy for tackling

few-shot learning or zero-shot learning is to leverage data augmentation (e.g . synthesizing

artificial samples from existing ones based on metadata) [130, 149, 144] or rely on meta

learning (e.g . transferable features from related classes or domains) [135, 98, 147, 81]. It is

worth noting that prior knowledge exploitation usually plays key roles in few-shot learning,

and mainstream approaches fall into the following three families: prior knowledge about

similarity (i.e. learn embeddings from training tasks to distinguish unseen ones) [65, 136],

prior knowledge about learning (i.e. actively select samples based on prior knowledge during

training) [32, 117] and prior knowledge in data (i.e. exploit data structure and variability with

prior knowledge) [41, 144]. Recently OpenAI shared some impressive models with billions

of parameters (such as GPT-3 [11] and CLIP [108]) and showed that their fundamental

knowledge from massive pre-training can be easily re-directed to certain domains with few

samples.

We note that in the domain adaptation setting, if we only consider the target domain,

the challenges we need to address are almost the same with few-shot learning. Therefore, it
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is no surprise that some prior work in domain adaptation also benefits from efficient data

augmentation [142, 76]. It is also uncommon to apply domain adaptation strategies for few-

shot learning, especially when the prior knowledge from the source is similar enough thus

can significantly help the few-shot target domain [86]. We also note that some few-shot

learning models may have unconsciously performed domain adaptation in an implicit way,

such as using a massively pre-trained checkpoint from ImageNet or text corpus for model

initialization [156]. Interested readers could refer to the survey paper [143] about more

details about few-shot learning.

1.5 Common Approaches for Visual Question Answering

1.5.1 General Pipeline of VQA Models

Question Feature Extraction

- Bag-of-words Encoding
- Natural Language Syntactic Parser
- LSTM/GRU/RNN Language Models
- BERT/ELMo/GPT-2 Embedding
- … …

Visual Reasoning Algorithm

- Concatenation/Element-wise Product
- Bilinear Pooling
- Bayesian Modeling
- Attention-based Fusion
- Compositional/Neural Symbolic 

Models
- … … What color are 

her eyes?

Image Feature Extraction

- Output from Penultimate Layer of 
Pre-trained CNN

- Region Proposals from Pre-trained 
Object Detectors

- Attributes from Pre-trained Network
- … … 

Brown

Figure 1: Common choices for different modules in VQA models.

Visual question answering is first proposed as a challenge to artificial intelligence in

2015 [5, 112] and the general pipeline can be summarized in Figure 1. This figure is mod-

ified from [58]. Briefly speaking, the information in image and question is separately en-

coded before feeding to a visual reasoning module for producing an answer for the question.

Ever since, tremendous efforts have been devoted to improve individual modules, either
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for the encoder or reasoning modules. For example, a milestone breakthrough in 2017 is

the bottom-up top-down VQA model [3] where the visual encoder is replaced by an ob-

ject detector pre-trained on Visual Genome dataset. This upgrade enforces model to fo-

cus on more salient regions (as output from the object detector) thus better handling the

semantic information. Many follow-up work naturally selects similar module in their de-

sign [67, 104, 84, 75]. Recently people revisited the idea and identified that the benefits

actually come from large-scale pre-training and high resolution of the input image, while a

grid-based encoder training under similar environments can also achieve competitive per-

formance [54, 95]. Similarly for the question encoders, popular choices have evolved from

early-stage bag-of-words representations [5] and LSTM/GRU-based recurrent neural net-

works [87, 112, 1] to more advanced Transformer variants [84, 153]. As the core module that

directly captures the cross-modal interactions, most technical innovations have been devoted

to the visual reasoning modules, aiming to better revealing the interactions across image and

questions. Some notable models in the past decades include: spatial visual attention based

on question representations [137, 85], semantic-aware attention based on object detectors [3],

symmetric co-attention between image regions and question phrases [96]. In addition to the

end-to-end pipeline, some researchers have followed biology-inspired approach and proposed

neural symbolic models [155, 88] or modular networks [4, 46]. Recently Transformer vari-

ants [84, 127, 75, 18] started to dominate visual and language tasks including visual question

answering, partly because of their extraordinary representation capability and efficient com-

putation on large-scale datasets.

1.5.2 Attention-based Vision-and-Language Transformers

Transformer-based large-scale pre-trained models started to dominate various vision and

language benchmarks partly because of their extraordinary representation learning capabil-

ity [127, 84, 18, 77, 164, 122, 75]. Originated from natural language processing [25, 11],

large scale pre-training has become a new standard. The strong capability of generaliza-

tion and efficient usage of large-scale data makes it particularly appealing for low-resource

domains. Specifically, when these models are pre-trained by self-supervised signals on large
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scale datasets, they are capable of capturing task-agnostic information which is more transfer-

able across tasks. With a slight fine-tuning on downstream tasks, these models demonstrate

superior performance in a wide range of applications. We believe that this approach is also

suitable for improving domain robustness.

1.5.2.1 Architectures Originally proposed in natural language processing for capturing

sequence data (i.e. sentences), the most natural design for Transformers is to encode all

information sequentially, with special tokens added for distinguishing the modalities. Many

single-stream encoders follow such design in their model architecture, such as B2T2 [2],

VisualBERT [75], UNITER [18], Unicoder-VL [71], and OSCAR [77]. The advantage of such

design is that the information can fuse early without any constraints, which arguably helps

capturing cross-modal interaction. Another advantage is the simplicity in model design, as

the structure is generally very similar with a standard BERT [25], which accepts concatenated

tokens of inputs from multiple modalities.

Another family of work use separate Transformer stacks to encode information from vi-

sual and linguistic modality, such as LXMERT [127], ViLBERT [84], and ERNIE-ViL [157].

After individual modality is processed, the resulting representations are fed to a dedicated

cross-modal Transformer layers, where the intra-modal interactions will be further manip-

ulated with information across the other modal, and produces inter-modal representations.

These models are termed as dual-stream encoders because of the modality-dependent

encoder setting.

Some less popular variants are also explored. For example, [79] reported a reverse archi-

tecture that a shared transformers are applied before modality-specific transformer layers.

Even though designing novel architecture to capture better cross-modal interactions is still

an active research area, a recent comparative study [12] carefully analyzed five widely cited

architecture designs (e.g . ViLBERT [84], LXMERT [127], VL-BERT [122], VisualBERT [75]

and UNITER [18]) on a fair testbed, and showed that the performance gaps across models

are actually less significant than people used to think. In this thesis we mainly focus on

LXMERT in Chapter 4.
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1.5.2.2 Self-supervised Pre-training It is widely accepted that part of the success

for Transformer models has to attribute to the massive scale pre-training, and the key that

enables such pre-training is the self-supervised signals that are naturally available without

expensive annotation. One of the most famous examples is the masked language model

objective [25], which aims at recovering the randomly masked tokens based on the context.

We briefly describe some of the most widely used objectives for training vision and language

transformers below, and will discuss in more depth how these self-supervised objectives can

be used for improving domain robustness in Chapter 4.

Masked Language Modeling (MLM) This objective is firstly introduced in BERT [25]

for language modeling in the textual corpus, but it soon becomes popular for its effectiveness

in capturing the linguistic characteristics from unlabelled data. Spiritually this objective is

similar to the cloze task where unknown slots from a sentence are asked to be filled according

to the context. Recently some more sophisticated strategies have been proposed for masking,

such as whole word masking. Note that our work in Section 2.3.2 follows a similar philosophy

even though our model is not belonging to the Transformer family.

Masked Visual Reconstruction (MVR) There are several variants to this objective,

as illustrated in different papers. For example, LXMERT [127] formulated this task as

regression on the regional visual features, measured by a combination of L1 and L2 distances;

[124] and [19] applied k-means clustering algorithms to quantize extracted features into

multiple clusters, and enforced the objective by classification of the nearest cluster center.

UNITER [18] discussed several options for modeling masked visual regions, and empirically

show that using object detection score as a soft label is most effective because it can distill

knowledge from object detection models into the Transformer model. This objective enabled

the models to obtain commonsense visual knowledge.

Image-Text Matching (ITM) This objective is commonly used in multi-modality tasks

especially because the alignment can be naturally collected, and negative pairs can be au-

tomatically constructed. In original BERT [25] a similarly motivated objective is termed as

“next sentence prediction”, which enables the model to tell whether one sentence entails the

other. This objective is usually enforced by applying a binary cross-entropy loss to a special

[CLS] token, which is roughly treated as a global representation for the image and text pair.
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1.6 Experimental Environments

Throughout this thesis, most models (unless explicitly stated otherwise) are built with

neural networks for their extraordinary representation capability. For different projects, we

select different variations of architectures such like convolutional neural network (CNN), re-

current neural network (RNN), graphical neural network and attention-based Transformers,

for different purposes. Most experiments are done with generic deep learning platform, such

as TensorFlow or PyTorch, and are trained with GPU-equipped machines for fast computa-

tion. We provide details for individual experiments in the corresponding chapters.
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2.0 Advertisement Understanding: A Practical Visual Reasoning Proxy Task

Our pursuit started from a very concrete advertisement understanding problem before

generalizing to the broader issue of domain robustness. In this chapter, we will describe the

procedure from defining the novel advertisement understanding problem, collecting data to

facilitate relevant research, performing preliminary analysis and sharing insights for tackling

the problem, and finally share our latest efforts on incorporating external knowledge and on

improving robustness by breaking shortcut effects.

In the early work, we focus on analyzing the visual rhetoric with advertisements as a

typical multi-modality media. The task is to uncover the hidden message from the compli-

cated interaction. Firstly we discuss the details about the formal formulation of the problem

and collecting the first dataset to enable the relevant study. We also experiment with naive

baselines of transferring ImageNet pre-trained neural networks to jump-start the visual fea-

ture representation for this problem. Next, we share the latest progress on advertisement

understanding and show that state-of-the-art models introduce external data to help the

reasoning task. The addition of external data also improves robustness but special masking

is needed to prevent the model from exploiting uni-modal bias as a “shortcut”. Lastly, we ex-

plicitly discuss the reasoning procedure across image and text modalities from an interaction

relationship perspective. We propose the task of classifying the potential interactions across

modalities and show that implicit external knowledge from pre-trained models is important

to help solve the problem.

2.1 Motivation

Advertisements are persuasive media, partly because designers purposely hide a message

and challenge the viewers to decipher the mystery. This process inspires the viewers to

actively participate in the communication, thus increasing the effectiveness of the advertise-

ment. Sometimes the message is simple and can be easily inferred from visual objects and
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attributes (e.g . body language), as shown by the “We Can Do It!” and “I Want You for

U.S. Army” advertisements in Figure 2 (A,B). Other advertisements deliver messages using

more complex strategies, and the inference will be less straightforward. For example, in the

“Forest as Lung” advertisement as shown in Figure 2 (C), lungs are used as a symbol for

breathing and life, which is the key for correctly understanding the message of “preserving

life-critical forests”. The “True Colour” advertisement as shown in Figure 2 (D) illustrates

an atypical “eggplant-pencil chimera” to create an impression that the pencil gives a very

real, natural eggplant color because they are the same object. Even though some adver-

tisements are intentionally created with exaggeration or irregularity, decoding the messages

can be an effortless job for human beings, but it remains a challenge for existing machine

learning systems. One of the reasons is that various types of visual rhetoric are involved to

convey the message. Understanding advertisements automatically requires decoding these

rhetoric.

Besides, the delicate interplay between images and accompanying text adds up to the

complexity, making the problem even more challenging and appealing. We show some ad-

ditional examples in Figure 2 (E,F) regarding the interaction. The textual slogan in (E)

says “Every breath you take will eventually shorten your life.”, but the text alone does not

relate to the topic of smoking. The image is also confusing by itself since it only illustrates

multiple cigarettes. But if the information are combined together, the connection between

the shortening of the cigarettes’ lengths and the shortening of one’s life becomes clear. We

formulate this type of usage as non-parallel because image and text individually is delivering

different messages. In other examples such as the one shown in (F), the image and text even

appear to be contradictory at a first glance, because a fuzzy duckling should not be labelled

as “not soft enough.” But when image and text is put together, the advertisement can be

easily interpreted as a praise of the softness for the clothes.

In fact, it is not uncommon in advertisements that image tells one part of the story while

the text tells the other. In other words, visual and textual components often do not refer

to each other literally. Effective communications require different modalities to complement

each other in interesting ways. This poses a huge difference from other vision and language

task, e.g . image captioning, where the interaction being modeled is quite literal. Back to the
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(A) (B) (C)

(D) (E) (F)

Figure 2: Example advertisements that apply various visual rhetoric to deliver messages.
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image captioning example, the generated caption is expected to exactly describe the content

of the image.

We selected the task of visual advertisement understanding for several reasons. Firstly, it

has great application potential for increasing the effectiveness of commerce marketing. Target

campaigns to change public opinions on matters with economic, political or social impacts are

common in our daily life, and being able to automatic understand an advertisement enable

the opportunity to create more accurate targeting. Also, such system can provide insights

to predict how effective a given advertisement might be prior to its deployment. Secondly, it

may as well bring benefits to the viewers. By uncovering the strategies, it helps to increase

the awareness of viewers about the tricks that advertisements are using, and prevent the

viewers from being seduced for irrational purchase. Besides, for the visually impaired, a

system capable of decoding hidden messages can generate better descriptive explanations of

advertisements, thus giving them richer access to the content shown in newspapers or on TV.

Last but not least, this task can serve as a great proxy and benchmark for the multi-modal

reasoning capability. Modern media are predominantly multi-modal, and the intrinsic nature

of the problem requires modeling cross-modal interaction and reasoning as prerequisite for

solving the task.

2.2 Dataset Collection

To facilitate relevant research on this problem, we collected and publicly released the

first dataset containing 65K images and accompanying annotations regarding topics, senti-

ments and advertising strategies. Our dataset contains both commercial advertisements for

promoting certain products, and public service announcements that campaign for/against

certain activities, e.g . for preserving the environment and against domestic violence. No-

tably we collected over 200K action-reason statements in the form of question-answer pairs,

each written by human annotators, to reflect the “perceived messages” of the advertisements

by the real viewers. We also built a taxonomy regarding the interaction across modalities

and collected a validation set for fairly comparing different machine learning models. We
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describe the data collection and annotation procedure below.

2.2.1 Collecting Advertisements

We first assembled a list of keywords related to advertisements, focusing on possible

themes. We developed a hierarchy that describe topics at different levels of granularity. We

used the hierarchy together with anchors like “advertisements”, “ads”, etc. to query the

Internet, and retrieve first few hundreds (usually between 600 to 800) images returned for

each query.

Next, we removed duplicates from this noisy set, and used a two-stage approach to

remove images that are not actually advertisements. We first randomly sampled images and

recruited human annotators on Amazon Mechanical Turk to answer “Yes/No” regarding

whether the image could actually be a real advertisement on magazine or other media. We

showed plentiful examples to educate annotators so they share the same standard as we do

about the definition of “advertisement”.

Next we fine-tuned a pre-trained ResNet [43] on this pilot dataset, in order to automat-

ically distinguish remaining images. In total we obtained 65K real advertisement images

from Internet, covering a wide range of topics.

2.2.2 Collecting Annotations about Hidden Messages

We recruit human annotators to share their understanding about the advertisements, so

we can model the “perceived messages” using the annotations as supervisions for training

models. This is not trivial because the “perception” is highly subjective, and very few

annotators are good at summarizing the messages and intents. Instead, we reformulate the

task into two separate question-answer jobs, and find this transformation greatly simplified

the task. Specifically, we asked the annotators to answer the following two questions:

• What should I do after viewing this advertisement?

• Why should I do it, according to this advertisement?

We enforce the answers to follow templates that begin with “I should ...” and “Because

...”, thus the task is essentially requiring the annotators to fill in the blank. Some example
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annotations are shown in Table. Next we transformed the answers to the two questions into

a single question-answer pair:

I should [action]. −→ Why should I [action]?

Because [reason]. −→ Because [reason].

In this way, we gathered the proper question and answer revealing the intent of individual

advertisement.

Each image is assigned to at least three separate annotators. In total we collected 202K

questions and corresponding answers as the annotation. Some collected question-answer

pairs are shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Examples of collected question-answer pairs in our ads understanding dataset.

Question Answer

Why should I buy Nike sportswear?
Because it will give me the determination of a

star athlete.

Why should I buy this video game? Because it is a realistic soccer experience.

Why should I buy an Audi car? Because it saves fuel.

Why should I buy the athletic clothes? Because they will take me up mountains.

Why should I drink Absolut Vodka? Because they support LGBT rights.

Why should I speak out against
cyberbullying?

Because it is serious and could happen to
anyone.

Why should I look out for domestic violence? Because it can hide in plain sight.

Why should I report domestic abuse? Because abuse targets and hurts children.

Why should I not liter in the ocean? Because it damages the ocean ecosystem.

Why should I use statista advertising services? Because they have good data and analytics.

To enrich the auxiliary information about the dataset, we also annotate the themes/topics

of each advertisement and the emotional reactions of the viewers when watching the adver-

tisement. We first asked annotators to write free-form topics and sentiments, on a small batch
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of pilot advertisements, then semi-automatically clustered them and selected a representa-

tive set of words to describe each topic and sentiment type. This approach is consistent with

the so-called “self report” manner used to measure emotional reactions to advertisements in

prior work [105].

We arrived at a list of 38 topics and 30 sentiments after several rounds of collection and

refinements in our pilot study. In later tasks, we asked workers to select a single topic and one

or more sentiments that best fit the given advertisement. We collected topic annotations

on all ads, and sentiments on 30K advertisements. Each image is annotated by 3 to 5

different human annotators. Finally, we calculated how well the annotators agree on a same

advertisement. On topic labels the inter-annotator agreement is 85%.

2.2.3 Collecting Complex Cross-modal Relationship

We also recruit annotators from Amazon Mechanical Turk to annotate the discourse

relationship between image and embedded text. In order to extract the embedded text,

we first experimented with automatic text detection and recognition approaches [52, 167].

However, these models did not work sufficiently well partly because of the artistic style

of the text and unconventional layout in advertisements. Therefore, we had to ask human

workers to manually transcribe the most persuasive text snippets in the advertisement image.

We explicitly instructed workers to ignore the following: logos, legalese, date and time,

long paragraph of description, urls, hashtags and non-English characters. In general, we

emphasized that the annotators should transcribe the text that carries the core message of

the image.

The key question we want to answer is: Are the text and image parallel? We define

parallel as image and text individually aiming to convey the same message as the other.

However, this criterion is still ambiguous and hard to follow in our pilot experiments. To

make the task more concrete, we create the following protocols that are practically easier to

implement. Specifically, if the viewers have no difficulty understanding the advertisement

with only the highlighted text, or with only the image, then relationship is parallel. In con-

trast, for non-parallel image-text pairs, we also give a few practical guidelines. Specifically,
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if (1) one of text or image might be fairly unclear or ambiguous without the other, or (2)

text and image alone might imply opposite ideas than when used in combination, or (3) one

might be used to attract the viewer’s attention while providing no useful information, then

the image and text should be treated as non-parallel.

Specifically, we asked annotators to select “parallel/non-parallel”, as well as the rationale

that supports their answer from the following options.

• Equivalent (parallel): The text and image are completely equivalent: They make

exactly the same point, equal in strength (e.g . Figure 3 (A)).

• Non-equivalent parallel (parallel): They try to say the same thing, but one is more

detailed than the other: They express same ideas but at different level (e.g . Figure 3 (B)).

• One ambiguous (non-parallel): Text or image is fairly unclear or ambiguous without

the other (e.g . Figure 3 (C,D)).

• Opposite (non-parallel): Text and image alone imply opposite ideas than when used

together (e.g . Figure 3 (E)).

• Decorative (non-parallel): The main idea of the ad is conveyed by just the text (or

image) alone; the other is primarily decorative (e.g . Figure 3 (F)).

The first two rationales are meant to accompany a parallel response, and the next three

a non-parallel one. The boldface fine-grained relationship label is internal, and not provided

to annotators. We designed this question for improved annotation quality, as we found that

in our pilot collection, annotators chose the parallel option too often due to carelessness. For

each image/text pair, we collected five relationship labels, and performed a majority vote to

obtain the final ground-truth.

One characteristic we observe from collecting such subjective annotations is the lower

agreement across workers compared with other objective annotation tasks. For example,

for the parallelity annotation task, nearly 40% of all collected annotations have a 3/2 or

2/3 split between positive and negative choices. After manual inspection we notice that the

difference might come from the fact that image and text might be parallel on different levels,

and in certain cases the advertisement is purposefully designed to be ambiguous. Although

this interesting trend deserves further exploration, in this study we remove these ambiguous
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Text: “A bite’s not right 
without it”
Relation: Non-parallel
Rationale: One ambiguous

Text: “Purified drinking 
water”
Relation: Parallel
Rationale: Equivalent

Text: “63% of strawberries 
are contaminated.”
Relation: Parallel
Rationale: Non-equivalent 

Text: “It’s yellow, it’s ugly, it doesn’t 
match anything, but it can save lives”
Relation: Non-parallel
Rationale: One ambiguous

Text: “You’ve just hired a 
technology wizard”
Relation: Non-parallel
Rationale: Opposite

Text: “An apple a day didn’t 
work?”
Relation: Non-parallel
Rationale: Decorative

A B C

D E F

Figure 3: Image-text pairs and their relationship (parallel/non-parallel) with rationales.
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cases and only focus on the instances with high inter-rater agreement. Due to the difficult

of collecting such highly subjective annotations, we end up with only hundreds of instances,

suitable as a validation set but definitely not sufficient for training complex neural network

models.

2.3 Approaches and Evaluations

In this section, we describe the approaches we have experimented on our advertisement

understanding dataset towards several different tasks. We first build a classic two-stream

approach as baseline to validate the difficulty of the dataset. Next we show state-of-the-art

method on this dataset, with explicitly injecting external knowledge base to help with the

reasoning, and carefully masking partial information to enhance the robustness and break

the “shortcut”. Last we show our exploration on a parallel but related task, i.e. uncovering

the complex interplays of image and text, as an alternative task. The goal is to better

understand how the overall message can be delivered by the partial information in each

individual modality.

The distinction of these three approaches is illustrated in Figure 4. When tackling

the advertisement understanding task, our first effort is simply treating the “reasoning”

as a standalone job. We don’t explicitly evaluate the reasoning procedure, instead, this

is measured by the accuracy of answering the visual question. Next we enforce strong

connection between the “reasoning” task and the auxiliary sidekick task (i.e. picking correct

evidence to support the main task), because the main task is accomplished based on the

decision of the sidekick task. We will elaborate the details in the following sections. Lastly

we take a slightly closer look at the cross-modal interaction by probing the relationship

between image and text. This can be seen as a related but separate parallel task.
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Why should I think of both 
sides while driving?

Parallel Task
Reasoning is evaluated 

separately from the 
main question.

Single Task
Reasoning process is 

not explicitly evaluated.

Sidekick Task
Reasoning is integral to 
the main task and can 
be evaluated directly.

Which of the following comments help 
to understand the advertisement?
a) Nike is a sportswear company.
b) Nike was the goddess of victory.

Match the image with a description 
based on the comment you choose.

They can’t afford to wait 
for evolution.

What’s the relation of the 
image and the text slogan?

Figure 4: Illustration of three types of advertisement understanding task.
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2.3.1 Understanding Advertisements by Looking at the Image

We follow a classic two-stream approach as a baseline for tackling the advertisement

understanding task under the umbrella of visual question answering, i.e. using image as

the sole signal to answer questions regarding the intent of advertisements. This aims at

measuring how well an existing visual question answering method performs on our proposed

task.

2.3.1.1 Data Construction Even though our dataset consists of 65K images together

with 3 to 5 question/answer pairs for each image, the total amount is still insufficient for

training a large, deep neural network. To validate the usefulness of the collected dataset, we

opted for a simpler question answering approach [5] as the baseline, and trained the model on

our advertisement dataset. Specifically, for each image, we select one of the three questions

for training/test based on the information richness, namely the one whose words have the

highest average TF-IDF score.

We pair the selected question with the annotated answer, and use pre-trained visual and

textual representation models to encode these information. Since our data originally contains

sentence as answers, we also rely on TF-IDF score to trim each of the answer sentences, thus

the answer will be converted to a single, most “contentful” word. We aggregated all the

answers and choose the top 1000 as our target vocabulary. In summary, the goal for our

model is to predict over the 1000 candidate answers for each image/question pair.

2.3.1.2 Visual and Textual Representations We use a two-layer LSTM to encode

questions into 2048-D representation, and use the last hidden layer of VGGNet [121] to

encode images as 4096-D vectors. We then project these to 1024-D each, concatenate them,

and add a 1000-D softmax layer, which is used to generate a single-word answer. Similar

approaches are widely used in prior work when modeling multi-modal information [5] and

have demonstrated competitive performance on various tasks, thus this model can be seen

as a strong baseline and an initial attempt towards this novel task.
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2.3.1.3 Experimental Validation We consider the predicted answer to be correct if it

matches any of the three human answers. Frequently our human annotators provide different

answers, due to synonymy or because they interpreted the ad differently. This is in contrast

to more objective QA tasks [5] where answers are more likely to converge. Similarly, the

QA method might predict a word that is related to the annotator answers but not an exact

match. Thus, our QA task is generally very challenging. Using the approach described

above, we obtain 11.48% accuracy on a held-out validate set. This is much lower than

the average accuracy of other visual question answering datasets, even compared with the

“why” questions from the original VQA v1 [5]. However, we need to emphasize that our

formulation is fundamentally different from [5], thus the number is only a rough estimation

and should not be used for side-by-side comparison.

To simplify the QA prediction task, we also conducted an experiment where we clustered

the original full-sentence answers into 30 “prototype” answer clusters, and trained a network

to predict one of the 30 cluster IDs. The intuition is that while there are many different

words annotators use to answer our “why” questions, there are common patterns in the

reasons provided. The baseline network (using a 128-D question encoding and 512-D image

encoding) achieved 48.45% accuracy on this task.

2.3.1.4 Summary The generally unsatisfactory performance on our advertisement un-

derstanding efforts raises concerns about applying powerful deep learning models on low-

resource domains. Specifically, from comparison with other visual question answering tasks,

we identify that the lack of annotated data is likely to be a major limiting factor. However,

as we illustrated in Section 2.2, collecting large scale richly-annotated dataset is expensive

both laboriously and financially. Therefore this philosophy is not scalable, as pursuing every

new task would require collecting extra annotations. Therefore, a more reasonable solution is

to transfer knowledge from other similar tasks. In the following sections we describe a more

elegant design which incorporates external knowledge to mitigate the data scarcity issue on

advertisement understanding.
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2.3.2 Incorporating External Knowledge and Breaking Shortcuts

To overcome the lack of data without collecting extra annotations, we seek alternative

approaches to harvest additional information to solve the problem. External knowledge

database (e.g . DBpedia [68]) as freely-available, well-structured and content-rich resources,

could serve a prefect source to expand the information of visual reasoning model.

In this section, we briefly describe our efforts on incorporating such external knowledge

to improve the advertisement understanding performance. Firstly, since the knowledge re-

trieval from external knowledge base is extremely noisy, we need to carefully filter irrelevant

knowledge pieces which dominate in count. More importantly, we note that the models tend

to exploit superficial matching from answer to question or embedded text (i.e. uni-modal

bias), thus injected external knowledge sometimes is neglected. We design special masking

strategies to enforce the capture of multi-modal interaction, which significantly improves the

model performance.

It is also worth mentioning that to eliminate the potential bias introduced by answer

formulation (Section 2.3.1.1), we reformulate the task into a “retrieve-and-rank” setting,

thus the goal for the model is to find the most appropriate statement from all candidates.

Specifically, we treat the three human hand-written statements as “correct” and randomly

sampled a fixed number of decoys for other advertisements as “incorrect”.

2.3.2.1 Model Overview Although the information stored in knowledge base is saved

in a different form than the annotations we expected, they are more general and have wider

coverage, thus we believe with proper manipulation they can mitigate the lack of annotation

in low-resource problems. Specifically, we incorporate image regions, embedded text from the

image, and external DBpedia knowledge pieces in a graphical model. A figurative illustration

is given in Figure 5. We allow our model to actively select which pieces of knowledge and

information to leverage, using learnable scalar edge weights.

In this section we will mainly elaborate the knowledge incorporation section of the pro-

posed model and more details about the full system can refer to our published paper [154].

An advertisement representation is relevant to image and the slogan text found in the
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Introducing	the	Nike	
hyperdunk	July	26

Nike,	Inc.	is	an	American-
based	sportswear	and	
apparel	company	…

DBPedia
307	Nike is	a	
sizeable	asteroid	of	
the	main	belt	…

In	ancient	Greek	religion,	
Nike was	a	goddess	who	
personified	victory	…	

“I should buy Nike sneakers because 
they protect my feet”

Graph	Reasoning

Figure 5: Overview of the proposed model with external knowledge incorporation.

image; meanwhile, these slogans can be further extended using external information found

in knowledge base using the slogans as queries. Our graphical representation contains four

types of nodes (i.e. image, slogan, knowledge and a global node), and three types of edges

connecting these nodes.

During training we rely on message passing to gradually refine the representation of

individual components particularly the visual and slogans, with external knowledge enforcing

the message when they are more relevant. We do not add extra filtering or guidance but

the models can automatically detect relevant cues from noise given sufficient training data.

For inference, the graphical model design allows information to propagate in a bottom-up

manner, and finally the overall advertisement representation can be obtained from the global

node.

2.3.2.2 Breaking Shortcuts and Improving Robustness by Masking Even though

we have incorporated external knowledge as an integral module in our graphical model, we

note that often times the weights from external knowledge is negligible. In other words,

combining the knowledge directly with the image and text can achieve only small gains

over using image and text alone. We believe the reason is that models tend to exploit

“shortcuts” and avoid real reasoning, namely they can select the true label, without finding

the correct and helpful knowledge for prediction. To mitigate this issue, we enforce the

model to “work harder” and learn more generalizable relationships rather than abusing
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simple repeated patterns. Therefore we describe our efforts to mask easy repetitions to

break the shortcuts and to improve the robustness in the following section.

Our masking is conceptually similar to dropout (which is already used in our baseline),

but applied over pieces of evidence in the slogan, knowledge comments, or action-reason

statements. It is also similar to masking in cross-modal transformer methods [84, 18] but

we do not train the method to recover the masked symbol, and transformer methods do not

employ external knowledge, which is the key focus of our work. We experiment with the

following masking strategies in which the first two are only applied during training while the

last one is used for both training and inference.

• Mt randomly drops a detected textual (T) slogan, with a probability of 0.5.

• Ms randomly sets the query words (e.g. “WWF” or “Nike”) in the human-annotated

statements (S) to the out-of-vocabulary token, with probability 0.5.

• Mk replaces the DBpedia queries in the retrieved knowledge contents with the out-of-

vocabulary token.

While our masking strategy is specific to our target domain, we emphasize that masking

in general merits exploration as a technique to aid in knowledge-based reasoning.

2.3.2.3 Experimental Validation In this section we show the advantage of our pro-

posed model. To be more specific, we not only validate the effectiveness of our strategy

on the ranking task, but also verify that the retrieved knowledge pieces are more accurate

and relevant to the task, assuming proper masking is applied. We also find that masking is

critical to avoid models exploiting uni-modal bias.

We pay extra attention to investigate how accurately the model could select the useful

knowledge pieces from the noisy candidate pool. We use the edge weights that the graphical

model learned, with and without masking strategies, to select the most useful comment

from external knowledge base. For each image, we take the learned weights for DBpedia

comments as an importance score, and choose the one with highest score. We recruit human

annotators to manually verify whether the retrieved knowledge is helpful for understanding

the advertisement. These annotations serve as “gold standard” and is used for comparison
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with model selected knowledge pieces. We highlight that the procedure is integral to the

advertisement understanding task, because the weights are learned automatically in it as a

side product. We also emphasize that the human-selected knowledge pieces are never used

during training.

In Table 3, we show that V,T+K(Mt,Ms,Mk) improves knowledge retrieval accuracy to

52.6% (+109% relative improvement!), and V,T+K(Mt,Ms) improves to 54.4% compared

to 25.2% for V,T+K (+115% improvement). In other words, proper masking doubles the

ability of our method to retrieve relevant knowledge, because the superficial shortcuts are

ruled out.

Table 3: Accuracy of knowledge selection as a sidekick with different masking strategies.

Methods Accuracy (%)

V,T+K 25.2

V,T+K(Mt,Ms) 54.4

V,T+K(Mt,Mk) 53.0

V,T+K(Ms,Mk) 25.9

V,T+K(Mt,Ms,Mk) 52.6

2.3.2.4 Summary In this section we explore the opportunity of injecting external knowl-

edge to improve model performance on the advertisement understanding task, without col-

lecting additional annotations. In general, incorporation of explicit external knowledge base

brings significant improvements over previous state-of-the-art models (Hypothesis H1, H2),

but we also show that naively combining knowledge pieces is only marginally helpful. We

propose strategies to break the “shortcuts” by masking the simple repetitions, and enforce

the model to discover the underlying semantic connections. The masking strategies can ef-

fectively improve the performance (Hypothesis H4). We conclude that useful information of

external knowledge can be fully unleashed if and only if shortcut learning can be suppressed,

and this is a critical for tackling a multi-modal reasoning problem.
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2.3.3 Disentangling Complex Interactions between Image and Text

In previous sections, we describe our efforts mainly towards revealing hidden messages

of the advertisements. We discover many interesting phenomenon from these explorations,

such as how to effectively inject external knowledge base for knowledge expansion and how

to overcome the model reluctance of performing meaningful reasoning. Another important

issue we identify is that the roles from image, text and external knowledge is usually uneven.

In some case, the images only serve as eye catcher to attract viewers’ attention but deliver no

meaningful messages. In other cases it is common that the text is intentionally ambiguous

and is only clear under the context defined by the image. In general, we find that the

relationship between image and text is usually more convoluted than simple equivalence.

This is an important observation especially for multi-modal reasoning as the information

from separate modalities coordinate to deliver the message. If the message from individual

modality is known to be auxiliary or irrelevant, the model can make a better chance to reveal

the real messages. Similar studies in natural language processing is termed as “discourse

relationship analysis” which aims at studying how two segments of discourse are logically

connected to each other. In this section, we focus on this task and try to directly dissect the

complex interaction across image and text.

However, data availability is a even bigger problem for this task. We initially try to

recruit workers to annotate the relationship, but soon find that people without solid me-

dia study training usually have varied opinions on this question (Section 2.2.3). Besides,

some designers even purposely create ambiguity in the advertisements to increase the mem-

orability. In the end, we are only able to collect a small batch of data for validation, and

unsuitable for training large deep neural network models. We hypothesize that incorporating

additional cues, such as surprise, ambiguity, specificity and memorability, can help clarify

the complicated relationship, and with limited data we choose to leverage transfer learning

to implicitly bring in external knowledge. To achieve this goal, we develop an ensemble of

predictors to model the relationship between image and text, each takes a special type of

features. These features are extracted by specialized models trained on other datasets, thus

each of the features captures a different aspect. When all are combined, they predict the
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relationship much more reliably than prior methods for image captioning, e.g . VSE.

2.3.3.1 Base Features We develop the following features to recognize parallel relation-

ships, then train simple classifiers using them. These capture a variety of aspects, including

alignment and distances between channels, as well as stylistic and rhetorical nuances of

individual modalities.

1: Visual Semantic Embedding (VSE). Deep neural networks trained on massive

datasets have demonstrated their potential to capture semantic meaning in many tasks.

As illustrated in previous work on different tasks, modern systems that utilizing deep neural

network models trained on large amount of data can effectively capture semantic mean-

ings, and achieve appealing performance on some relevant tasks, including image captioning

and visual question answering. However the limited annotated data prevented us from di-

rectly training complex models from scratch. Instead, we apply the pre-trained VSE model

from [64] on our dataset, converting advertisement images and the accompanying slogans

into fixed-length vector representations which are concatenated as a feature set. VSE is

expected to be good at detecting literal parallel cases (i.e. equivalent parallel).

2: Concepts alignment. While VSE offers a means to compare the image and text in

their entirety, it may also be useful to determine whether a certain concept is explicitly

mentioned in both the image and the text. As a heuristic, concept alignment may give

us a high-precision classifier for identifying parallel cases (and as a corollary, a high-recall

classifier for identifying non-parallel cases). We use the general-purpose recognition API

provided by Clarifai1 to extract dominating concepts from ad images. Typically each image

will be tagged with 20 relevant concepts together with probabilities, and the concepts cover a

wide range of objects, activities and scenes. For text, we preprocess the transcribed slogans

using the NLTK package [8] to perform automatic part-of-speech tagging. After removing

stop-words, we empirically select NOUN, ADJ, ADV and VERB to be key concepts in text. After

this processing, images and texts can be represented as bags of concepts, so we can calculate

the pairwise distances between concepts across different modalities. Specifically, we compute

pairwise semantic distances between the collected image concepts and text concepts with a

1https://clarifai.com/developer/guide/
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pre-trained word2vec [91] model as the bridge, and the corresponding cosine distances are

measured in the semantically meaningful embedding space.

3: Agreement from single channel prediction. If the viewer can deduce the correct

message from either channel alone, then using either text or image would be sufficient for

advertising, and the relationship might be parallel ; but if the meaning is unclear with one

channel disabled, then both channels are indispensable, and the relationship might be non-

parallel. To capture this intuition, the most fitting task is to evaluate whether the intended

message can be perceived with information from a single channel, but this task is very chal-

lenging as shown in our prior work [50]. Here we choose the prediction of the advertisement’s

topic as a proxy task.

For images, we infer the advertisement topic using a fine-tuned ResNet [43] model, and

take the predicted probability distribution as the information provided from the image chan-

nel. For text, since we have only a limited number of transcribed slogans, we use the Google

Cloud Vision API for OCR and extract text for the full advertisements dataset. After remov-

ing non-English words and stop-words, we group the words in the extracted text according to

their advertisement topic annotation, and perform TF-IDF analysis. The resultant adjusted

counts represent the relative frequency for individual words to appear in various topics. For

inference, we let individual words vote for the topics using weights proportional to the TF-

IDF scores. We apply softmax to convert the votes into a probabilistic distribution over

topics, and the two predicted topic distributions are then concatenated as the feature.

4: Surprise factor. In addition to the contrast across image and text channels, empir-

ical evaluations indicate that the relationship between concepts within a single channel is

informative as well. For example, using words that contradict each other in the slogan is

sufficient to make an impression (“less is more”) by itself, and an image with objects that

do not normally co-occur (like cats in a car ad) catches the viewer’s attention. We calcu-

late the pairwise distances between concepts extracted within the image and text channels,

respectively, and use the normalized histogram of the distribution of cosine distances as a

feature vector.

5: Image memorability. Studies have shown that memorable and forgettable images have

different intrinsic visual features. For ads, memorability is an especially interesting property
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as one of the goals for ads is to be remembered. Therefore a reasonable guess is that visual

memorability can affect how designers arrange elements within ads, including both image

and text. Here we adopt the model in [60] and perform inference on our collected ads, and

the 1D resultant memorability score (higher means more memorable) is used as a feature.

6: Low-level vision features. Low-level vision features like HoG [23], which capture

gradient orientation statistics, have been widely used for image recognition and object de-

tection before the deep learning era. We hypothesized that these low-level vision cues are

still valuable as it captures the occurrences of gradient orientations and is useful for modeling

contents. To obtain a fixed-length representation for ads with varied sizes, we resize all the

images to be 128 × 128 and use 9 orientations, 16 × 16 pixels per cell and 2 × 2 cells per

block.

7: Slogan specificity and concreteness. Sentence specificity and word concreteness

have been recognized as important characterizations of texts [100] for language tasks such

as document summarization and sentiment analysis. Here we adopt the model from [74] to

predict a specificity score for the slogans we collected from manual transcription. To deal

with nuisance factors, we transformed the transcriptions into four different forms (original, all

uppercase, all lowercase and only first character of sentence is capitalized), and the specificity

scores for all these four forms are concatenated. Similarly, we extract the concreteness score

for individual words within slogans using the MRC dataset [21], and calculate the max,

median, mean and stdev.

8: Lexical ambiguity and polysemy. Polysemy is a prevailing phenomenon in languages,

and this lexical ambiguity has been widely used in advertising because the varying interpre-

tation makes the viewer more involved in understanding the ads, and subsequently makes the

ad more impressive. We use WordNet [92] to query each word within the slogan, and collect

statistics on the number of plausible meanings to estimate the ambiguity in the slogan.

9: Topics. We use a one-hot vector for the ground-truth topic annotation of advertisement,

following an intuitive clue that advertisements belonging to the same theme could use similar

strategies for image and text composition.
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2.3.3.2 Combining Clues from Different Classifiers We attempted several ways to

combine our cues from the previous section. For example, one can concatenate all previously

described features (All Concat.), perform a majority vote over the individual classifier re-

sponses (Majority), or learn a weighted voting scheme via bagging and boosting (Weighted

Vote). While several of these gave promising results, we find that the following procedure

is most effective for composing signals from multiple base features. Rather than construct-

ing one classifier towards the overall goal, we first focus on how each individual classifier

performs, and then use auxiliary features to help choose reliable classifiers under different

scenarios. Specifically, since our base classifiers capture different perspectives of parallelity,

they demonstrate varied performance on different samples. Intuitively, if an auxiliary clas-

sifier can capture contextual information to judge which classifier to trust for a specific test

instance, performance should improve compared to weighing all classifiers equally.

In particular, for training we record not only the prediction for each training instance,

but also whether the prediction is correct (used as label) and how confident the prediction

is (used as auxiliary feature). After all base classifiers are trained, we use the collected

auxiliary features and the correctness of each base classifier as a label, to predict whether

this particular classifier should be trusted. At inference time, after applying the trained base

classifiers on the test set, we use the same auxiliary classifier to make inference as well, and

only select the reliable base classifiers for voting. Note that the auxiliary classifiers contain

multiple labels and we only care about high precision under this setting. We select the five

most trustworthy classifiers for each test case and only take their predictions for voting.

Consider one sample for illustration so we can omit the sample subscript. We construct

m sets of features (corresponding to the subsections; let Xi be the i-th set. We first train

m SVM classifiers fi(Xi), one per feature set. Then we take the output ŷi = fi(Xi) and its

probability estimate p̂i. We further construct a new set of labels, oi = 1{y=ŷi}, and train

gi(p̂1, ..., p̂m) for each oi, to obtain prediction ôi = gi(p̂1, ..., p̂m), measuring whether each

base prediction is reliable for certain contexts. Finally, we take the k largest ôi, and use the

corresponding ŷi to get a majority vote (we choose k = 5 in our experiments).
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2.3.3.3 Experimental Validation We incorporated various intuitions into our model

and tested on the relationship prediction task. The results are shown in Table 4.

We show some quantitative results in Table 4, including performances of individual clas-

sifiers from Section 2.3.3.1 and the combination of features from Section 2.3.3.2. For fair

comparison we use SVMs with linear kernels for all feature sets, and report performance

measured from five-fold cross validation. We observe the five individual methods that are

most competitive in terms of overall average (third column) are VSE, Text Surprise, HoG,

Alignment and Memorability. However, the combined classifier performs best, and outper-

forms strongest VSE approach by 9%. We also note that some of the base features are only

extracted from a single modality, i.e. image only or text only, thus their results are more

likely to be biased. Therefore another possible reason for the improved performance is that

by combining all the base features the potential bias can be mitigated.

We are particularly interested in the type of samples that each method classifies correctly.

The distinction between parallel equivalent (e.g . Figure 3 (A)) and non-parallel is much more

obvious, than the distinction between parallel non-equivalent (e.g . Figure 3 (B)) and non-

parallel. Thus, we hope our methods which were specifically designed to handle less obvious

cases can do well on the harder cases. This is indeed true for most of our methods, especially

Text Surprise, HoG, Specificity, Concreteness and Polysemy. Topic Agreement does not help

much for overall accuracy but it performs best for capturing non-parallel image-text pairs,

tied with HoG. Memorability is the best across all methods for distinguishing between parallel

equivalent and non-parallel ads.

2.3.3.4 Summary In this section we experimented on a separate task which also requires

understanding the visual and textual modalities in the advertisements. Instead of directly

asking models to decode the hidden messages, we explicitly tested whether the model can re-

veal the discourse relationship between the two modalities. Due to the difficulty of collecting

such subjective annotations, we have even fewer samples on this task thus we employed mul-

tiple pre-trained models from other tasks as source of knowledge. By distilling the knowledge

from these models, we developed multiple sets of features to capture different perspectives

of images and texts (Hypothesis H1). This method can be seen as an alternative approach
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to incorporate external knowledge (Hypothesis H2) and it proves effective on this task.

2.4 Inspirations towards Domain Robustness

In this chapter, we discussed three projects that target advertisement understanding from

different perspectives. Specifically, as a concrete example of typical multi-modal reasoning

problem, we showed that incorporating external knowledge is critical for addressing this

challenge partially because of the limited data availability (Hypothesis H1). We also showed

that different approaches of knowledge utilization could improve model performance, such

as explicit knowledge base incorporation and knowledge distillation from pre-trained models

(Hypothesis H2). However, it requires extra attention to avoid models exploiting superficial

uni-modal bias (Hypothesis H4). Our exploration of advertisement understanding inspires

us to move towards transfer learning as an effective approach for multi-modal reasoning.

However, we soon notice that effective knowledge transfer is non-trivial, even if the models

are applied to the same task. We emphasize that domain robustness is a critical factor that

affects the model’s practical applicability. In the next chapter, we will describe in more

details about our findings on domain robustness in visual question answering.
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Table 4: Experiments on predicting the discourse relationship between image and text.

Feature Set Dim
Average
Accuracy

Per-class average accuracy

Non-parallel
Parallel

Equivalent Non-equiv

1: VSE 2048 0.602 0.574 0.667 0.595

2: Alignment 85 0.581 0.598 0.595 0.536

3: Topic Agreement 80 0.516 0.728 0.298 0.310

4a: Image Surprise 65 0.549 0.550 0.595 0.500

4b: Text Surprise 70 0.596 0.598 0.548 0.643

5: Memorability 1 0.567 0.408 0.774 0.679

6: HoG 1764 0.582 0.728 0.405 0.464

7a: Specificity 4 0.534 0.491 0.524 0.631

7b: Concreteness 4 0.525 0.361 0.679 0.702

8: Polysemy 4 0.504 0.308 0.643 0.762

9: Topic 40 0.539 0.402 0.702 0.655

All Concat. 4165 0.605 0.615 0.619 0.571

Majority - 0.619 0.550 0.702 0.679

Weighted Vote - 0.587 0.592 0.619 0.548

Prob. Combination 11 0.655 0.633 0.702 0.655
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3.0 Towards Domain Robustness in Visual Question Answering

3.1 Motivation

Visual question answering (VQA) methods attempt to solve problems that border on

AI-completeness; they require visual and language processing, reasoning, and knowledge

representation, making it a perfect benchmark for studying the multi-modality reasoning.

However, they are known to suffer from dataset bias [38], and many well-performing methods

are dataset-specific, either explicitly (i.e. models are designed with domain-specific languages

or domain-specific executable program annotations [88, 56]) or implicitly (i.e. models need

to be trained separately for each new dataset).

Prior work in domain adaptation examines how robust object recognition methods are

when trained and tested on different datasets (domains), and further proposes techniques

to bridge domain gaps. In contrast, there is a shortage of analyses of how domain-robust

visual question answering methods are. Importantly, domain adaptation techniques can

hardly be applied in the VQA setting in a straightforward manner. First, VQA models take

inputs across multiple modalities, each of which could contribute to the domain specificity of

the trained models. Second, different VQA methods have multiple intermediate stages and

processing steps over the inputs, which makes optimization challenging. Domain adaptation

techniques could be applied at multiple of these stages, and domain adaptation can be

performed jointly or separately from VQA training, with varying success. Third, answer

spaces in different datasets are vastly different. While domain adaptation methods exist to

tackle non-identical answer spaces in object recognition (e.g . partial domain adaptation [14]

or open-set domain adaptation [101, 116]), this setting is not very common. Conversely, in

VQA it is the norm, since many datasets are highly specialized (for example, VizWiz [40]

contains special answers “unanswerable” or “unsuitable image” because image-question pairs

are provided by visually impaired users).

In this work, we focused on the long neglected problem of domain robustness for visual

question answering. With comprehensive analysis on diverse datasets, thorough experiments
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on selected examples of mainstream methods and pilot study with vision domain adaptation

techniques, we show the special characteristics of the issue and proposed directions for further

exploration.

What time is it?
Does the curtain to the left of the side 
table have small size and white color?

What foods are placed on the table?

How many people will be having wine?

Figure 6: Similar visual settings can be captured in different ways in various VQA datasets.
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3.2 Problem Formulation

We consider a setting where we have a model MS pretrained on a specific labeled

source dataset DS = {dS
1 , . . . ,d

S
i , . . . ,d

S
|DS |}. Each dS

i is an image-question-answer triplet

dS
i = {vS

i ,q
S
i , a

S
i }. The image and question are the expected inputs to the model, which

generates a prediction âS
i = MS(vS

i ,q
S
i ). In the ideal case the prediction âS

i should match

the ground-truth answer aS
i . This is the most common formulation for visual question an-

swering problem, just that we added the upper script to highlight the model and data are

bounded with dataset DS.

We also have an unlabeled target dataset D̄T = {d̄T
1 , . . . , d̄

T
j , . . . , d̄

T
|D̄T |}. It is worth

noting that each d̄T
j is an image-question pair d̄T

j = {vT
j ,q

T
j }, and no answers are ever

provided even in the training split.

Typically it is infeasible to train a model without proper supervision; however, we hope

to leverage the model MS (and possibly the labelled dataset DS) to tackle the challenge,

such that âT
j = M̄T (vT

j ,q
T
j ) can be a satisfactory answer for the question qT

j under the

context provided by image vT
j .

In the procedure as described above, it is worth mentioning that the model applicable

to target dataset M̄T is obtained in a different way than traditional supervised training. It

is actually coming from the modification on a properly trained model from source dataset:

M̄T = F(MS, D̄T ,DS) (3.1)

Here we use F to represent the modification process, and it is also referred to as “domain

adaptation” in various literature. Note that in reality the source dataset DS is not always

available due to privacy and security concerns. We will mainly focus on the case where data

is available in the source domain in this chapter, and leave the other cases as our future

work.

According to our definition, M̄T is not necessarily homogeneous withMS; in other words,

these two models can have different architectures (i.e. connections) in addition to parameters

(i.e. weights). However, in the most common case, source and target models will share the
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same architecture and only differ in model parameters, thus the above transformation can

be reformulated as

ΘT = F(ΘS, D̄T ,DS) (3.2)

where ΘS and ΘT represent the model parameters for MS and M̄T , respectively. In this

formulation, the most common way to obtain ΘT is to initialize the homogeneous modelM

with the parameters ΘS from DS, and then finetune the weights with DS and D̄T . This is

the major approach we will explore in this chapter. We leave the exploration for alternative

strategies as future work.

We argue that domain robustness for visual question answering models is a very practical

issue, which has direct application benefits thus worthy of further attention from the commu-

nity for several reasons. Firstly, the data is still relatively scarce for training modern visual

question answering models. Even if multiple datasets and benchmarks have been established

in the past few years, and the largest public dataset has accumulated more than millions of

instances [66, 49], the magnitude still cannot match the ones for language model pretrain-

ing or visual classification. Due to the compositional nature that only matching image and

questions are valid, it is also more difficult to design automatic data collection approaches.

Secondly, some knowledge are transferable and should be preserved across datasets. For

example, the relational information (e.g ., “before”, “next to”, “on the left hand side”, etc.)

is consistent regardless the content of the objects within the image. CLEVR is an elegantly

designed diagnostic dataset with an automatic engine to generate paired image and questions

(see Section for more details). Currently the best model has achieved over 99.8% accuracy,

beating human performance (92.6%) by large margin. However, this capability seems to be

limited to the CLEVR dataset.

3.3 Quantitative Analysis on Domain Shifts

We note that any two datasets DS and D̄T have potentially very large domains gaps, in

terms of marginal distributions (of images, questions, or answers) or conditional distributions

(e.g. answers given the images or questions). Therefore, the major challenge is to maximize
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the performance of M̄T on D̄T despite the domain gaps, and our general goal is to ensure

the model MS trained on DS is as transferable to D̄T as possible.

3.3.1 Measuring Domain Gaps across Real Datasets

We first measure domain gaps across nine popular visual question answering datasets,

as shown in Table 5.

Table 5: Statistics for selected visual question answering datasets.

Dataset Source of Images Image Count Question Count

VQA v1 [5] MS COCO 204K 614K

VQA v2 [38] MS COCO 204K 1.1M

Visual Genome [66] Visual Genome 108K 1.7M

Visual 7W [168] Visual Genome 47K 328K

COCO-QA [112] MS COCO 123K 118K

GQA-Balanced [49] Visual Genome 108K 1.7M

CLEVR [55] CLEVR 100K 865K

VQA Abstract [5] VQA Abstract 50K 150K

VizWiz [40] VizWiz 18K 32K

We consider the following distributions across datasets: (1) P (v); (2) P (q); (3) P (a);

(4) P (q|v); (5) P (a|v); (6) P (a|q); (7) P (a|v,q). Here v, q and a represent image, question

and answer respectively. We focus on measuring P (v) and P (q) as they are the expected

inputs for the model M, thus most representative characteristics of the dataset. Also since

these distributions are not involving answer space, they are practically more relevant with

our goal, since the answer is presumably unavailable for target dataset D̄T .

Specifically, we use Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) over visual and textual repre-
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sentations on selected samples from each dataset. We calculate MMD as follows:

MMD(D̄S, D̄T ) = ‖EX∼D̄S [ϕ(X)]− EY∼D̄T [ϕ(Y )]‖H

=
1

n2
s

ns∑
i=1

ns∑
j=1

k(xi, xj) +
1

n2
t

nt∑
i=1

nt∑
j=1

k(yi, yj)−
2

nsnt

ns∑
i=1

nt∑
j=1

k(xi, yj)
(3.3)

where k represents RBF kernel and ns, nt represent sample size in source and target dataset,

respectively. We use the same equation to calculate the domain gaps within image and text

modality. For image, we use pretrained ResNet-101 [43] to extract image embeddings {vi,vj}

for 10K randomly sampled images in each pair of datasets {DS, D̂T}. We use the final 2048-D

embedding as high-level semantic feature, and the spatially average-pooled embedding after

conv3 x layer (512-D) as low-level features. For text, we measure both semantic and syntactic

gaps using two different question representations. For semantic representation, we choose

BERT to encode 10K randomly sampled questions {qi,qj} from pairwise datasets {DS, D̂T}.

We choose the 768-D embedding corresponds to [CLS] as the sentence representation. For

syntax, we follow the approach described in [36] to extract 20-D low-level, syntactic features,

including question length, number of conjunctions, pronouns, prepositions, etc. We show the

results in Table 6 and Table 7.

Visual
7W

VG VQA v1 VQA v2
COCO
QA

CLEVR
VQA
Abs.

GQA
Bal.

VizWiz

Visual 7W – 0.04 0.18 0.18 0.56 0.88 0.18 0.46 0.25

VG 0.01 – 0.16 0.16 0.54 0.87 0.16 0.44 0.27

VQA v1 0.06 0.07 – 0.00 0.44 0.81 0.03 0.34 0.28

VQA v2 0.06 0.07 0.00 – 0.44 0.81 0.03 0.35 0.28

COCO QA 0.20 0.20 0.15 0.15 – 0.69 0.44 0.26 0.58

CLEVR 0.22 0.22 0.17 0.17 0.19 – 0.81 0.58 0.76

VQA Abs. 0.06 0.06 0.02 0.02 0.15 0.19 – 0.34 0.27

GQA Bal. 0.10 0.11 0.06 0.06 0.15 0.13 0.07 – 0.43

VizWiz 0.06 0.06 0.10 0.10 0.23 0.22 0.10 0.12 –

Table 6: Domain gaps in question space: red shading for semantics and blue for syntax.
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Visual
7W

VG VQA v1 VQA v2
COCO
QA

CLEVR
VQA
Abs.

GQA
Bal.

VizWiz

Visual 7W – 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.10 0.08 0.00 0.04

VG 0.01 – 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.10 0.08 0.00 0.04

VQA v1 0.02 0.02 – 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.08 0.01 0.04

VQA v2 0.03 0.02 0.01 – 0.00 0.10 0.08 0.01 0.03

COCO QA 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03 – 0.10 0.08 0.01 0.03

CLEVR 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.54 – 0.10 0.10 0.09

VQA Abs. 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.59 – 0.08 0.08

GQA Bal. 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.54 0.36 – 0.04

VizWiz 0.22 0.22 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.52 0.42 0.22 –

Table 7: Domain gaps in image space: red shading for semantics and blue for syntax.

Each table is a composition of two triangles. In Table 6, the bottom-left triangle contains

MMD statistics using BERT embeddings, while the top-right triangle shows MMD statistics

using syntax features. Remember that MMD computes how different two distributions are,

with higher values indicating larger difference. The shading in the tables ranges from white to

red/blue, with darker, more vivid colors indicating larger values. Starting from the questions,

from the semantics side, we observe that Visual 7W and Visual Genome (VG) are similar,

and VQA v1 and v2 are similar. Both of these conclusions are expected because VQA v2 is

an extended and balanced version of VQA v1, and Visual 7W is essentially a selected subset

of Visual Genome. GQA is similar to VQA v1/v2 in terms of semantics, but it is different

in terms of syntax. This observation also follows the intuition because the image (visual

scenes) are similar in GQA and VQA v1/v2 so the questions may describe similar objects;

but the questions in GQA is constructed following pre-defined templates while VQA v1/v2

are mostly free-form questions written by real human annotators. VQA Abstract is much

more similar to VQA v1/v2 in terms of syntax than to other datasets (blue triangle), but in

terms of semantic content (captured through BERT, red triangle), it is also fairly similar to

Visual 7W and VG. COCO QA and CLEVR stand out from other datasets both in terms

of semantics and syntax (both rows/columns for COCO QA and CLEVR have high values),
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but CLEVR’s syntax (dark blue) stands out more than COCO QA’s syntax (lighter blue),

while in terms of semantics they are similarly unique. VizWiz is also relatively unique, but

less so than CLEVR.

Some dataset pairs that were distinct in terms of questions are similar in terms of images,

and vice versa, as shown in Table 7. Similarly, the bottom-left triangle contains MMD

statistics over higher level 2048-D embeddings, while the top-right triangle represents the

MMD statistics on average-pooled conv3 x 512-D features. COCO QA is now fairly similar

to other datasets (in terms of images), but VQA Abstract and VizWiz become more unique

(darker shading) than in Table 6 (they are two of the three rows/columns with high values,

in addition to CLEVR). This is expected if we check the source of images in Table 5, since

the images in these datasets (VQA Abstract, VizWiz and CLEVR) are quite unique from the

rest, while all the other datasets are built upon images from MS COCO or Visual Genome.

It is worth mentioning that Visual Genome is also a superset of MS COCO, as it covers a

considerable amount of images from MS COCO as well as some additional images from Flickr

(YFCC100M). Results are generally consistent in the lower/upper triangles (from ResNet

layers closer to the output or input, respectively) except that in higher dimensions (lower

triangle), absolute MMD scores are larger.

3.3.2 Constructing Synthetic Data to Isolate Domain Shifts

In addition to P (v) and P (q), another important distribution that we cared about is the

conditional distribution P (q|v). However, due to the complex interactions, it is not directly

straightforward to estimate this gap across datasets. Therefore in this section we proposed

to control the domain shifts within a single modality by applying synthetic manipulation

towards image or text alone.

As we have shown in Tables 6 and 7, many dataset pairs differ in both their image

and question distributions. Our goal is to understand precisely how different VQA methods

respond to shifts in each distribution, but this is not straightforward because both modalities

would affect the ultimate performance. Therefore, to disentangle domain gaps arising from

the image or question modality, we synthetically create domain shifts in either image or
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question space. To do this, we use image style transfer and paraphrasing.

Image Style Transfer For images we create stylized variants of each image in DS with

the help of off-the-shelf style transfer algorithms Ff . A formal formulation is provided below.

ṽf = Ff (v) (3.4)

where Ff represents the style transfer function for converting arbitrary content image v to a

target style f . The output of the transformation is ṽf , which is an image shares the content

with original image v but in a new style that is consistent with the target style f . We will

omit the notation of f for brevity.

With the newly constructed style images, we could replace the images from the original

dataset thus create a new “target dataset” with only domain shifts occurring in the isolated

modality, in this case, in image space.

D̃S = {d̃S
1 , . . . , d̃

S
i , . . . , d̃

S
|D̃S |}

d̃S
i = {ṽS

i ,q
S
i , a

S
i }

(3.5)

We choose Ada-IN [47] as our style transfer function F for its efficiency and versatility.

Specifically, it can adapt to various styles during inference with a target style image without

the necessity of re-training separate models. Several examples illustrating the style transfer

effects are shown in Figure

Another benefit of using Ada-IN for image style transfer is that we can easily control the

style transfer strength by altering a single hyperparameter. With increased style transfer

strength, the output image will be more “stylistic” towards the target, but we need to trade-

off the style shifts with potential information loss. Several examples are shown in Figure 7.

We also pay extra attention to ensure colors are preserved in the style transfer process,

which is important to ensure answers to color-related questions remain valid. We achieve

the color preservation by converting style-transferred images into the YUV color space, and

copying the UV channels from the original images.

Question Paraphrasing For questions, we can similarly construct synthetic counterparts

(in different styles) to replace the original questions. Let Gg be a paraphrasing function,
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Original Image Low (α = 0.1) Medium (α = 0.5) High (α = 1.0)

Figure 7: Sample images of “candy” style with different style transfer strength.
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then a new question can be obtained by

q̃g = Gg(q) (3.6)

where q is the original question and g is a reference, target style. In particular, we fine-tuned

a massively pre-trained sequence-to-sequence generative T5 model [109] on Quora duplicate

questions1 dataset. Some sample questions are illustrated in Table 8.

Table 8: Sample paraphrased questions from different datasets.

Source
Dataset

Original Question Paraphrased Question

CLEVR

Are there more big green things
than large purple shiny cubes?

Do more big green things exist than
large purple cubes?

What material is the big purple
cylinder?

What is this big purple cylinder
made of?

VQA v2

Is this a healthy meal? Is it healthy to eat this food?

Does the crust look burnt? Is the crust burnt?

Is this a toy-sized truck? Is this truck a toy?

GQA
Balanced

What item of furniture is the
television on?

What is the furniture on which the
TV sits?

Which kind of clothing is blue? What are some blue clothes?

Synthetic Dataset Pairs We apply the image style transfer and question paraphrasing

separately, to construct new pairs of VQA datasets that only have domain shift in one

modality. For example, by experimenting on DS = {v,q, a} and D̃T = {ṽf ,q}, the results

would reveal the model’s robustness on image domain shift. Similarly if we choose D̃T =

{v, q̃g}, then similar experiments would show the impacts from question domain shift. Note

that in both settings, the answers are kept unchanged thus the impacts from answer space

shift will be eliminated. Also even though the synthetic dataset would have the identical

answers to the source dataset, we do not use them on the target domain during training.

1https://www.kaggle.com/c/quora-question-pairs
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3.3.3 Bridging Domain Gaps

In this section, we describe our attempts for directly applying common domain adapta-

tion techniques on the visual question answering setting. However not all of these approaches

can be directly applied to the visual question answering setting. We will discuss the details

after we formally define the objectives later.

Our goal is to ensure high accuracy on D̂T , even though we have no ground-truth answers

in the target domain as supervision. Thus, we minimize a loss of this type:

L(DS, D̄T ; θ) = Lbce(DS; θ) + λLfd(D̂T ,DS; θ̄) (3.7)

In the above, θ refers to the parameters of the VQA model. Lbce is binary cross-entropy

loss (computed on the source dataset only), and Lfd is a loss that computes the discrepancy

between the feature distributions of the source and target domains, computed over images

and/or questions. It is worth noting that θ̄ ⊂ θ represents a subset of full model parame-

ters, which are optimized by the discrepancy loss Lfd. For Lfd, we consider several domain

adaptation strategies commonly used in object recognition. For example, we adapt an ad-

versarial domain classifier as described in DANN [34], and reverse the gradients from this

classifier. We consider moment matching [102] which minimizes the distance between the

first and second moments of features (mean/stdev) of the source and target domains. The

idea is to learn features that prevent the model Θ from being able to successfully distinguish

between source and target domains. We describe how we adapt DANN for each particular

VQA method. While many variants of the VQA task exist, we must first ensure the output

space is the same for all datasets; to do so, we treat answering as 1000-way classification.

3.3.4 Domain Adaptation for Visual Question Answering Models

VQA models: We analyze domain robustness of VQA models from different families:

(1) Classic two-stream methods (specifically RelNet [118]); (2) Neuro-symbolic methods

(NSCL [88]); and (3) Transformer methods (LXMERT [127]). We also test MAC [48] and

TBD [90], which are hybrids of classic and neuro-symbolic methods.
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Challenges: Applying domain adaptation is challenging in unsupervised open-ended

visual question answering setting. Firstly, to the best of our knowledge only two prior

works [16, 150] tried to tackle the domain adaptation problem for VQA, but all of them

leveraged labels in the target domains. For example, Chao et al . [16] tried to minimize

Jensen-Shannon Divergence (JSD) to achieve domain adaptation in the multiple-choice VQA

task. All datasets they investigated are derived from MSCOCO so there is little visual do-

main shift, thus they only focused on dealing with question and answer/decoys shift. We

also noticed that their improvements are mostly coming from matching answer/decoys (i.e.

matching questions brings negligible < 0.4% performance boost), which is not applicable

under the open-ended setting. Further, [16] learns feature transformation in two stages (not

end-to-end), and their first stage involves an impoverished VQA model (without image in-

puts) but still requires labels from the target dataset. In our unsupervised domain adaptation

setting, such labels are not available. Last but not least, [16] empirically uses a GAN-like

approach to estimate JSD, which makes their training protocols computationally intensive

and can hardly be adapted to more complicated VQA models. While we reproduced results

from [16] in their original setting, [16] proved infeasible for our extensive experiments. Sec-

ondly, joint optimization of VQA with a domain adaptation objective is extremely unstable,

partly because the VQA loss and DA loss may compete, making optimization challenging.

This is especially true for complex models, such as state-of-the-art VQA models. To cope

with the challenge of applying domain adaptation over VQA, [16] break up adaptation and

VQA training into two stages; however, they primarily use a simple MLP, while we evaluate

with recent VQA models. [150] also encounter a challenge in training a complex multitask

(VQA+DA) method, and they handle it by carefully tuning the scalars for their multitask

loss. Notably, they make the scalars corresponding to the adaptation losses very small (e.g.,

0.008 and 0.003), i.e. domain adaptation does not contribute greatly. Further, in their su-

pervised domain adaptation setting, they choose weight factor of 1 for the target loss and

only 0.001 for source, thus the contribution of the source VQA model (the only one we have

labels for) is negligible compared to the contribution of the target supervised VQA model

(which we do not have).

Proposed DA approach: To cope with the challenges, we consider a two-stage ap-
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proach to build domain-invariant feature extractor and VQA module sequentially. A figura-

tive illustration of the process is shown in Figure 8. The motivation for breaking up domain

adaptation and VQA modeling is to stabilize the training for greater robustness.

Q

How many people 
are standing?

Q

Figure 8: Illustration of the domain adaption strategies as described in Section 3.3.4.

Our two-stage strategy is summarized as:

1. Utilize the method-defined feature-extraction to export features from each image in the

source dataset.

2. Run DA on the feature extractor with both source and target domains, with (a) an MSE

loss which encourages the 1000-way logits from the source dataset to match the extracted

1000-way logits from step 1, and (b) another BCE loss with gradient reversal layers to

prevent distinguishing the source/target domains.

3. Take the backbone from step 2, apply it on the source dataset to extract visual features,

then use the visual features to train the VQA model.

4. Take the VQA model trained in step 3, feed in the target dataset and evaluate the

performance.

Model specifics: Each model has a slightly different methodology to extract features

from the image pixels, resulting in small variances in two-stage DA implementation. For
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MAC and TBD, feature extraction is executed with ResNet-101 prior to training the VQA

model, following the methodology outlined previously. NSCL uses ResNet-34 to extract

features from different regions in the image (region proposals via a pre-trained Mask R-CNN

[42]), and allows for NSCL to fine-tune ResNet-34 during training. To most closely follow

our two-stage methodology, we replace the pretrained ResNet-34 with a frozen ResNet-34

backbone trained in step 2. RelNet uses 4 convolutional layers to extract features from the

images. We used a pre-trained set of these convolutional layers to export the source features,

and as the visual backbone for DA. We use the resulting backbone, frozen, to train the VQA

model.

Alternative one-stage method: We also investigated an end-to-end pipeline to com-

bine the DANN training with VQA training, shown as “alternative” in Fig. 8. Specifically,

we added the domain discrimination loss and reversed its gradients on visual and/or textual

representations. It is not-trivial to find the best place for applying domain discrimination

for different methods. For example, for MAC, we added additional DANN loss on the visual

embedding and on the output of bidirectional LSTM for question embedding, before feeding

them into the MAC unit. For LXMERT we took the pre-trained backbone and directly add

another domain discrimination head over the cross-modality representation. Regarding the

discriminator, we chose an MLP with one hidden layer, and set the dimension of intermediate

layer to be 1/4 of the input layer. In this case since the two losses are jointly optimized, we

discard the MSE loss over the logits or features, as the VQA loss would prevent the feature

from drifting.

Because of the challenges mentioned, on real dataset shifts, we only achieved marginal

gains using domain adaptation, over directly applying the source model. Note that prior

work [16, 150] also achieved very small gains (often around 1%). Thus, we only show domain

adaptation results in the synthetic shift setting, but still evaluate domain robustness (direct

application of source models) on real datasets and in many diverse settings that prior work

did not consider.
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3.4 Experimental Validation

We show several representative visual question answering models and their performance

on shifted domains to study the robustness to synthetic shifts in visual or textual space

using the CLEVR and GQA datasets, and finally robustness of three methods using four

real datasets pairs.

3.4.1 Methods’ Robustness to Synthetic Domain Shifts

Tables 11 show how robust different VQA methods are to synthetic shifts on the CLEVR

dataset. The columns, in order, show method type, shift type, performance by the method

on the original CLEVR dataset, performance of the model trained on CLEVR and applied

in the shifted setting (e.g. style-transferred images) directly. Table 9 further shows target

performance with unsupervised domain adaptation (specifically, DANN), then three super-

vised settings for comparison– two that use 10% of the target training data, and one that

uses 100% of the target training data.

In Table 9 we observe that all methods’ performance drops in the Tgt setting compared

to the Src setting, as expected. However, in Tgt-direct and Tgt-DANN (both of which do

not use labels on the target), NSCL and MAC (both neuro-symbolic or NS hybrid) retain

the best performance. Using a small amount of target data for fine-tuning, MAC and TBD

(both NS hybrids) perform best.

Table 11 demonstrates each method’s change in performance when evaluated with style-

transferred text. We see the highest level of performance retained by LXMERT, likely due

to its extensive pre-training on language data. TbD also demonstrates robustness to style-

transferred text, outperforming all other non-pretrained methods in the test.

In Table 12, we experiment with two of the promising methods from Table 9, namely

MAC and LXMERT, on a real dataset i.e. GQA-balanced. Note that other methods are

not applicable, e.g. NSCL due to its CLEVR-specific language. We observe that perfor-

mance drops (Src to Tgt-direct) are larger than in Table 9 (e.g. 60% of performance lost

by LXMERT in this table, vs 40% in Table 9). Here, LXMERT (TR) appears more ro-
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Table 9: Method robustness on CLEVR, using style transfer of the original images.

Method /

Type

Source

Acc.

Target

Acc.

(direct)

Target Acc.

(2-stage

DANN)

Target

Acc. (10%

scratch)

Target

Acc. (10%

finetune)

Target

Acc.

(full)

NSCL

(NS)
98.0 59.7 68.6 60.0 75.8 95.9

MAC

(NS/CL)
93.4 62.6 65.2 84.6 82.1 88.6

TbD

(NS/CL)
99.1 36.3 41.3 72.5 84.2 95.3

RelNet

(CL)
93.7 44.8 47.2 61.5 77.1 91.4

LXMERT

(TR)
94.8 58.0 – 60.9 65.9 91.3

Table 10: Different domain adaptation methods applied to VQA-v2.

Method /

Type
Source

Target

(direct)

Target

(1-stage

DANN)

Target

(2-stage

DANN)

Target

(MM)

Target

(full)

MAC

(NS/CL)
48.5 41.8 42.5 43.1 41.7 44.9
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Table 11: Method robustness on CLEVR with synthetic domain shifts.

Methods Q I1 I1+Q I2 I2+Q

NSCL (NS) – 71.0 – 60.6 –

MAC (NS/CL) 52.2 45.9 28.1 60.9 37.9

TbD (NS/CL) 52.9 55.7 36.1 70.4 42.6

RelNet (CL) 49.6 20.5 19.1 46.2 31.6

LXMERT (TR) 53.4 50.6 36.6 58.0 40.5

Table 12: Robustness of different methods on visual shifts in GQA.

Method /

Type
Source

Target

(direct)

Target

(DANN)

Target

(10%

scratch)

Target

(10%

finetune)

Target

(full)

MAC

(NS/CL)
54.6 11.6 16.6 30.0 0.34.5 0.49.2

LXMERT

(TR)
63.6 24.9 – 31.6 34.1 56.5

bust, but it is hard to draw a conclusion about NS methods since only MAC (NS hybrid) is

represented.

In Table 10, we evaluate different domain adaptations on VQA v2. Note that with

MAC the performance on VQA v2 is generally worse than CLEVR, as VQA involves more

diverse questions, images and answers. However, we still observe domain adaptation helps

with performance, and DANN is a more successful domain adaptation technique compared

to Moment Matching [102]. This may be because it leverages the domain labels, which is

a stronger discriminative signal than simply matching first and second moments. Also we

observe that the two-stage training strategy (i.e. training visual feature extractor first, then
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feeding to MAC) demonstrates stronger performance than the one-stage plan, likely because

optimization in one-stage is harder.

3.4.2 Methods’ Robustness to Real Domain Shifts

Figure 9: Differences in answer spaces between VQA datasets are large.

Table 13 shows the robustness of different methods for four pairs of source-target datasets:

(1) VQA v2 - GQA, (2) VQA v2 - CLEVR, (3) GQA - VQA v2, and (4) CLEVR - VQA

v2. We chose these three datasets out of the nine we tested in Table 7, because they are

used most commonly in the VQA community. Note that these datasets have different answer

spaces (Fig. 9). Because of the low overlap of answer categories across these datasets, we

only chose four out of six possible source-target pairs. To obtain a shared 1000-class answer

space, we computed the 1000 most common answers across GQA, VQA v2, and CLEVR,

and discarded samples with answers outside the vocabulary.

By comparing the ratio of Target accuracy (direct) to Target accuracy (full), we observe

that GQA is the most useful source dataset, followed by VQA v2, while CLEVR is the least

useful. GQA generalizes better to VQA v2, than vice versa.

By comparing Target Accuracy (direct) to Source Accuracy, when VQA v2 is source we

observe LXMERT (TR) achieves better performance than MAC (NS/CL).
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Table 13: Robustness of MAC and LXMERT models across VQA datasets.

Datasets Accuracy (%)

A B A B A → B B → A

M
A

C

VQA v2

CLEVR

53.3

95.9 29.8 18.7

GQA Bal. 44.4 32.0 35.6

VQA Abs. 48.3 33.6 31.7

VG 33.3 26.2 23.1

L
X

M
E

R
T

VQA v2

CLEVR

67.6

84.9 31.6 34.8

GQA Bal. 58.2 50.5 51.5

VQA Abs. 56.3 34.3 34.6

VG 41.0 36.7 31.4

3.5 Summary

In this project, we discover many interesting findings about existing works on visual

question answering. Specifically, we emphasize that the lack of domain robustness is a

widely existing problem in current models. More importantly, even surface-level changes

would cause great performance degradation (Hypothesis H3). Also, some seemingly robust

models on synthetic domain shifts are not transferable to real datasets. We find that large

scale pre-training (e.g . Transformer models) over multiple tasks indeed benefits domain

robustness as well (Hypothesis H5).

However, there remain some challenges that cannot be satisfactorily addressed. For

example, we see that our proposed approach only achieves promising improvements on syn-

thetic domain shifts created by image stylization, but on real datasets the improvements are

only marginal. Also, the special semantic alignment between image and question prevents

some common domain adaptation approaches from applying to the multi-modal reasoning

setting. In the next chapter, we will choose a pair of real datasets as testbed to explore
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feasible solutions for real-dataset knowledge transfer.
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4.0 Practicing VQA on Resource-Limited Target Domains

4.1 Motivation

Visual question answering (VQA) [5] aims at building algorithms to answer free-form,

open-ended questions under the context depicted by an image. Tremendous efforts have been

devoted to tackle the challenge, including collecting large-scale VQA datasets (e.g . VQA-

v2 [38] and GQA [49], each with millions of annotated image–question–answer triplets) and

developing increasingly complex and powerful deep neural networks (e.g . MCAN [159] and

LXMERT [127] among many others [84, 18, 164]). As a result, state-of-the-art VQA models

have achieved near 80% accuracy on some well-established benchmarks, alluring various

attempts of migrating these powerful tools into daily life for solving real world challenges.

Just imagine how convenient it might be for visually impaired (e.g . blind) people if an

machine intelligence assistant can help answering questions for them [40, 39].

However, there is still a long way to go from benchmark excellence to real-world appli-

cations. Specifically, a long-lasting challenge is that the target domain of interest may not

have sufficient annotated data due to various factors (e.g . data privacy, high annotation cost,

etc.), preventing these models from being trained on the target. A common strategy for mit-

igating data scarcity is transfer learning, which trains a model on related, large-scale, richly

annotated source domain then applies it to the target domain. One closely related strategy

is domain adaptation, which in particular addresses the data distribution change between

source and target (domain shift). Yet, VQA has some unique characteristics that makes the

direct transfer of knowledge non-trivial. For example, since multiple modalities are involved,

the domain shift can occur in either visual or textual (or both) domains, and dataset-specific

biases can also exist either in high-level semantic space or in low-level syntactic space [163].

Despite a few prior work attempting to build cross-dataset VQA models [16, 150, 163], some

fundamental knowledge is still missing: what information about the target dataset, and how

much of it, is minimally needed for a successful knowledge transfer.

In this chapter, we aim to fill the gap by focusing on knowledge transfer across do-
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Figure 10: Different knowledge transfer patterns in VQA as described in Sec. 4.2.3.
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mains in VQA. We probed different adaptation strategies (i.e. unsupervised, self-supervised,

semi-supervised and fully-supervised) to illustrate the sensitivity with respect to labeled or

unlabeled data. We also studied the sub-domains within each dataset defined by the question

types (e.g . object, verify, color, etc.) and demonstrated how effective different strategies are

with respect to the varied information needed for answering the questions. In particular, we

attempted to answer the following questions regarding the VQA task:

• For different adaptation strategies, how much labeled or unlabeled data is minimally

needed in the target domain for successful adaptation?

• When the questions require different skills for answering, what adaptation strategies are

most effective to facilitate knowledge transfer? For the same collection of images, how

much information can be leveraged if the questions are asked differently?

• Which modality is more relevant to the domain discrepancy in VQA? Where should the

adaptation strategies be applied to minimize the domain shifts?

• Under a fixed data annotation budget what strategies should maximally improve model

performance?

We conclude by sharing some lessons we have learned with future practitioners about

how to build an effective VQA system on resource-limited datasets.

4.2 Overview of the Investigation Framework
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Figure 11: Illustration of general VQA models.
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For fair comparison, we systematically evaluate different knowledge transfer techniques

on a unified investigation framework. We modified two recent VQA models to support

various adaptations and trained with both source and target datasets. By feeding varied

amount of target information to the training pipeline, the effectiveness of knowledge transfer

can be measured by the target dataset accuracy.

4.2.1 Task Formulation

Consider we have one labeled dataset DS = {dSi } and one sparsely labeled dataset

D̂T = {d̂Tj } + {dTk }, where dS/dT represents image–question–answer triplets {v, q, a} com-

ing from source S and target domains T , respectively, and d̂T represents image–question

pairs {v, q} without answers. Our goal is to build a visual question answering model M to

answer questions from D̂T . It is worth noting that we also assume |D̂T | � |DS|, i.e. D̂T

has much fewer samples than DS. This is because in real-world applications the task at

hand usually comes with limited amount of samples. For example, popular medical VQA

dataset ImageCLEF-2019 [7] has 16K Q&A pairs on 4K radiology images; VizWiz [39] con-

tains 31K Image/Questions for assisting the visually impaired; advertisement understanding

dataset [50] involves 65K images and 200K Q&A pairs. As a comparison, GQA [49] has

22M Q&A on 113K images. Obviously the lack of ground-truth labels in our target dataset

prevents directly training the model, thus the most feasible solution is to obtain relevant

knowledge from the other dataset DS and transfer the skill to D̂T despite the potentially

large domain gaps between the two datasets.

In the following sections we will consider the unsupervised case where {dT} = ∅, i.e.

no target answers are available in the target domain, as well as a relaxed condition where

a fraction of target samples come with correct answers. This is important in real-world

applications where labeling a full dataset might be infeasible but a small portion of samples

can still be annotated under limited budgets. In fact, we show that even a few annotations

can play important roles probably because they provide direct supervision for the VQA

reasoning module (as shown in Fig. 10) in addition to the encoders. Even less than 2%

labeled samples from the target dataset may significantly boost the overall performance if
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trained properly with optimized recipes.

4.2.2 Benchmark: Data and VQA Methods

We choose VQA-v2 and VQA-Abstract [38] as our main testbed for DS and D̂T , respec-

tively. Firstly there exists large visual domain gaps between these two datasets [163] as the

former takes images from everyday life while the latter is built upon clip art abstract scenes.

Secondly the answer space and distributions of these two datasets are similar, which ensures

that the shift in answer space is limited. Lastly, we leverage the question type annotations

provided in these datasets to create finer-grained sub-domains within each dataset, because

questions with different topics such as what color (color) or how many (count) are naturally

different. Statistics about the two datasets are in Tab. 14. We show in later sections that

selecting questions from same or different sub-domains may have varied effectiveness for

different approaches.

Table 14: Number of instances in VQA-v2 and VQA-Abstract by different question types.

Dataset
VQA-v2 VQA-Abstract

Train Val Train Val

Color 59838 2506 5356 2700

Count 71445 2954 8493 4173

Location 13314 610 2935 1488

Object 208655 8422 16044 8035

Reason 13466 539 1324 598

Verify 240936 9903 24461 12313

Rest 24463 1060 1387 693

Total 632117 25994 60000 30000

To simplify the cross-dataset evaluation, we follow traditions to formulate the task as a

multi-way classification, but carefully choose the answer vocabulary. Specifically, we merge
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all answer candidates from VQA-v2 and VQA-Abstract and keep the top 1000 most frequent

candidates.

We choose two main-stream VQA models as the base architectures in our explorations.

MCAN [159] is the winner of VQA Challenge 2019, and serves as the backbone in the VQA

Challenge 2020 winner model [95]. It can achieve competitive performance after training

purely from a VQA dataset without relying on extensive pre-training from external data.

This characteristic is particularly important for our study as it can effectively isolate the

dataset and facilitate cross-dataset evaluation. We also choose LXMERT [127] as a represen-

tative of the transformer families, which have been dominating various vision-and-language

benchmarks. It is worth noting that due to the massive pre-training, we need to carefully

reconstruct the dataset (for pre-training and for fine-tuning) to avoid potential data leakage;

otherwise the target dataset may unintentionally expose to the model thus the evaluation

can no longer reflect the model performance against unseen domains.

Pre-training plays key roles in the success of LXMERT, and multiple captioning and

VQA datasets are combined for this purpose. However, to avoid potential data leakage from

the target domain, we explicitly pre-train a custom checkpoint from scratch by removing all

Image–Question–Answer triplets and only keep Image–Caption pairs. In other words, our

pre-trained checkpoint does not use VQA subsidiary task and the Image–Question–Answer

triplets are only available during task-specific fine-tuning.

4.2.3 Different Settings for Knowledge Transfer

Since our goal is to achieve high accuracy on D̂T , we leverage the labeled dataset DS to

empower the model for visual question answering capability, and add an auxiliary objective

to ensure its knowledge is transferable to D̂T .

L(DS , D̂T ; θ) = Lce(DS; θ) + λLaux(D̂T ,DS; θ̄)

In this equation θ refers to the model parameters of the VQA model, and Lce represents

a traditional cross-entropy loss applied to DS as it is the only source with ground-truth

answers. Laux represents the auxiliary term which may have different forms conditioning
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on the training paradigm, and we will elaborate this below. θ̄ refers to a subset of model

parameters where the auxiliary terms take effect.

4.2.3.1 Unsupervised Moment Matching The moments of data distributions are

known as important domain-specific features, and multiple different schemes have been

proposed to match the moments between source and target, such as MMD [132, 83, 139],

CORAL [123], CMD [161], HoMM [17], etc. Using moments to bridge distributions is most

popular for vision-only applications, but recent work has shown it also effective for multi-

modal tasks like visual question answering [163]. Therefore, when all samples from target

dataset is unlabeled i.e. |{dTj }| = 0, we follow [163] and choose a simplified version of moment

matching [102] as a general domain adaptation strategy to align the feature distributions.

Specifically, we minimize moment distances as defined below and the auxiliary objective can

be seen as additional regularization.

Laux = dmoment(DS, D̂T ) =
2∑

k=1

(
‖E(Xk

S)− E(Xk
T )‖2

)
The major advantage of moment matching is its general applicability and flexibility

such that it can be used, plug-and-play, with a wide variety of model architectures. In our

experiments, we apply it to both MCAN and LXMERT, and show immediate performance

improvements across multiple dataset pairs. However, a limitation is also obvious: group-

level moments are the only statistics used, thus much instance-level information is lost.

4.2.3.2 Self-supervised Masked Language Model and Masked Visual Learning

Self-supervised learning also learns from unlabeled samples, but its supervisory signals come

from its input. More specifically, by learning to predict some masked portion of the input

based on the remaining portion of the input, a model can obtain meaningful knowledge which

is arguably even more effective than unsupervised training. This concept is popularized

especially by the success of large pre-training language models like BERT [25] and GPT-

3 [11], and recently some vision-and-language research also find it effective on tackling cross-

modal tasks [84, 127].
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This also applies to {dTj } = ∅ where no VQA answers are needed in target dataset,

but the auxiliary loss is formulated differently. During training (fine-tuning) some words

within questions from the target dataset are randomly masked and some visual patches

are randomly zeroed-out, and the model must recover the manipulated pieces based on the

remaining visual and textual tokens. Note that simultaneously it needs to predict answers for

questions from the source dataset (enforced by Lce), thus the two objectives encourage the

model to find a balance between adapting to the target and preserving question-answering

capability.

Inspired by large-scale pre-training [127, 19], we added four auxiliary objectives for self-

supervision: masked language model (MLM), masked visual feature regression (MVFR),

masked object classification (MOC) and masked attribute classification (MAC). Among the

four MLM is for textual domain where randomly masked question words need to be recon-

structed based on remaining input; the other three are for visual domain, where MVFR

requires masked visual features be reconstructed while MOC and MAC expect 1600-way

object/400-way attribute classification from Faster R-CNN, respectively.

4.2.3.3 Supervised Auxiliary Co-training In a relaxed condition where limited an-

swers from the target dataset are available for training (e.g .), a straightforward approach is

to add an auxiliary training objective to enforce the model to predicting answers for both

source and target domains. The auxiliary loss can be defined as follows.

Laux = Lce({dTj })

Some prior work also treat this as “upper bound” for domain adaptation [16], as it

leverages the ground-truth labels.

4.2.3.4 Semi-supervised Knowledge Transfer Semi-supervised learning is a tech-

nique that combines a small amount of labeled samples with a large amount of unlabeled

samples during training. Following our previous definition in VQA, we refer to applying

either the moment matching approach or self-supervised learning approach together with

the supervised approach.
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Laux = dmoment(DS, D̂T ) + Lce({dTj })

4.3 Experimental Validation

Implementation Details. With help from original implementations, we modified MCAN1

and LXMERT2 in PyTorch to support training with multiple datasets and various adaptation

strategies. We used two data loaders to separately iterate over source and target datasets,

and trained all models for 100K iterations with batch size of 128, which is roughly 20 epochs

on the source dataset. We chose AdamW (with weight decay) as optimizer, and used linear

schedule warm-up on learning rates with peak LR at 1e-4 and 1e-5 respectively. The warm-

up took 10K steps. We ran all experiments under the same setting with a machine with 8

Nvidia Quadro RTX 5000 GPUs. We periodically evaluated training checkpoints at intervals

of 1K iterations and reported the best accuracy after model converged.

4.3.1 How Well does Knowledge Transfer?

Figure 12: Accuracy for MCAN (top) and LXMERT (bottom) on VQA-Abstract.

1https://github.com/MILVLG/mcan-vqa
2https://github.com/airsplay/lxmert
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We first compare different knowledge transfer approaches (Sec. 4.2.3) in the same testbed.

Specifically, we randomly sample differently-sized subsets from the target dataset, from 1K

instances to the full labeled/unlabeled dataset (dT or d̂T , respectively), containing 60K

instances, and add them to the training of VQA models together with a full labeled source

dataset. We aim to answer how sensitive each adaptation method is with respect to the target

sample size. Note that for unsupervised moment matching and self-supervised adaptation,

only image and questions from the target are used during training. For supervised and

semi-supervised adaptation, we presume the answers are also available for training.

In Fig. 12 we show the overall accuracy comparison on MCAN (top) and LXMERT

(bottom) under different objectives. The x-axis represents the number of samples from

the target, and y-axis the accuracy. As a naive baseline, we show the performance of a

model trained solely on source dataset (Source Training Only) and directly evaluating on

the target dataset at x=0 (purple star). For each method, we choose one unsupervised

adaptation (moment matching, Sec. 4.2.3.1, for MCAN and self-supervision, Sec. 4.2.3.2,

for LXMERT, blue line), one fully supervised adaptation (auxiliary co-training, Sec. 4.2.3.3,

later abbreviated “AC,” green line) and the semi-supervised (combination of the two, red

line). We also show a different semi-supervised setting where the portion denoted on the

x-axis are labeled samples used for answer supervision, and the majority (full target dataset)

only helps with unsupervised adaptation, shown by orange dashed line.

Even 0.1% Unlabeled Samples Make a Difference. From Fig. 12 (top) we see

that moment matching is highly insensitive to target sample size. On the positive side, with

as few as 1000 samples the model is already improving from 36.7% (Source Training Only

baseline) to 39.6%, which can be quite handy for resource-scarce applications. Recall models

are trained with full source dataset together with the selected target instances, thus the 1K

answer-free target samples account for only 0.16% of all training data.

On LXMERT we observe similar trends with self-supervised adaptation. With 1K sam-

ples performance can reach 41.7% (3 percent over baseline), even higher than the supervised

adaptation (39.5%). We also see that with 10K samples from target dataset LXMERT can

improve by 7.4 percents from 38.8% to 46.2%.

For supervised adaptation with auxiliary co-training, the models demonstrate slower (at
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Figure 13: Training MCAN (top) and LXMERT (bottom) with different objectives.
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beginning) but more sustainable improvement with respect to the number of samples from

target dataset. With 1K instances the performance improvement is comparable or even

worse than unsupervised adaptation, but afterwards with more annotated data available the

models keep improving steadily.

Unsupervised Adaptations Plateau Early. Although it is promising to see that

few unlabeled samples can be effective in facilitating transfer, the negative side is that the

performance soon plateaus for both models. This is particularly obvious for MCAN: as

shown in Fig 12 (top), collecting additional samples after 1K (up to 60K) brings almost

no additional benefits. In other words, moment matching has a rather limited room for

improvement, which may severely limit its application as the ultimate accuracy is still far

from satisfactory. Regarding self-supervised adaptation, from Fig. 12 (bottom) we see the

ceiling is much higher than that of moment matching. Specifically, models achieve 46.2%

accuracy with 10K image–question pairs from target dataset, but after 10K samples the

model also plateaus.

For supervised adaptation (auxiliary co-training) the ceiling is much higher and the

model can always benefit from receiving more labeled samples, up to the full target dataset

we tested. For both models we see the performance can reach higher than 60% when all

samples are used during training. In fact this accuracy is even higher than training solely on

the target dataset (i.e. 57.7% and 58.4% respectively for training MCAN and LXMERT on

VQA-Abstract only), illustrating the significance of obtaining knowledge from the related

source dataset. In summary, it may not be wisest to keep expanding the unlabeled target

dataset if collecting questions costs as well, as unsupervised adaptations may reach a ceiling

quite soon. Once the dataset reaches a certain size, budgets should be spent to collect

answers.

Self-supervision Complements Ground-truth. For semi-supervised adaptation, we

combine the unsupervised strategy together with the supervised auxiliary co-training, to

fully leverage the samples from target dataset. For a fair comparison, we restrict the subset

size such that both supervised and unsupervised adaptation are from the fixed amount of

samples. Later we will discuss the opportunity of using few labeled data together with much

more unlabeled data, if the answer annotation is expensive but image–question pairs can be
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relatively easily obtained.

Even though supervised co-training is usually seen as an upper bound [16], we show

that on LXMERT combining both objectives demonstrate even stronger performance than

supervised adaptation, with a consistent 5 percent boost. When the entire target dataset

is leveraged the performance can achieve 65%, even higher than the supervised co-training,

which implies that the reconstruction-based self-supervision may exploit a complementary

signal than the model can extract from ground-truth VQA annotation.

We also test a similar semi-supervised adaptation for MCAN combining moment match-

ing and supervised co-training, but its performance is slightly worse than with full super-

vision, presumably because moment matching only uses domain-level statistics rather than

individual samples.

More Unlabeled Data, Improved Accuracy but More Easily Overfitting. We

next analyze another practically meaningful scenario where large amount of unlabeled data

might be easily obtained. Note that in research-oriented benchmarks usually both questions

and answers are crowd-sourced by recruited annotators [38]. However, in real life the cost

for collecting image–question pairs could be much cheaper than the image–question–answer

triplets, as they can be directly from real applications [40, 39]. It provides an opportunity

to learn from a large amount of unlabeled data together with few annotated samples in a

more typical semi-supervised setting.

In Fig. 13 we show the entire training procedure with different number of target samples

involved. The color of the lines correspond to Fig 12. We mainly focus on two different

semi-supervised adaptations, i.e. one relies on the same amount of samples for supervised

and unsupervised adaptation (red line), and the other has access to a larger pool of unlabeled

image–question pairs for unsupervised adaptation (yellow dashed line). From the figure it

clearly shows that inclusion of additional unlabeled data cause the model to rapidly improve

its performance at the beginning but later quickly drops back due to overfitting. This is

particularly obvious when the ratio between unlabeled and labeled sample size is large. For

example, in the left-most sub-figure in Fig. 13 the model takes only 1K labeled samples with

59K unlabeled ones, and the accuracy reaches 48.7% within 25K iterations before it falls

back to 20%. With a held-out split, we can track the accuracy and apply early termination
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to avoid the performance loss caused by overfitting.

4.3.2 Where to Minimize Feature Discrepancy?

In most VQA models, visual and textual inputs are separately represented by correspond-

ing encoders, which are fed to reasoning modules to merge information across modalities for

final prediction. In Fig. 11 we highlight the major components used by different models

such as LXMERT [127] and MCAN [159]. While in single-modal application the feature

discrepancy can be easily defined, in the multi-modal settings multi-level discrepancies can

occur, and it is unclear which most hurts performance.

Table 15: Applying moment matching to MCAN and LXMERT at different positions.

Base Model
Modality

Accuracy (%) Delta

Visual Textual Single Cross

MCAN

36.7 –

X X 36.6 -0.1

X X 35.8 -0.9

X X X 37.8 +1.1

X X 37.6 +0.9

X X 38.9 +2.2

X X X 40.3 +3.6

LXMERT

38.8 –

X X 38.4 -0.4

X X 38.3 -0.5

X X X 37.5 -1.3

X X 38.8 –

X X 38.7 -0.1

X X X 40.1 +1.3
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To better understand how domain discrepancies affect the knowledge transfer capability

of VQA models, we choose moment matching as a general approach to probe the system at

different positions. Specifically we attach the moment matching regularization module after

the visual and textual encoder to reduce feature discrepancy in the single modalities. Besides,

we also investigate how things changed after the cross-modal interaction by attaching the

moment matching modules after it. According to [163] the major domain gap between VQA-

v2 and VQA-Abstract is in the visual space. In Tab. 15, for cross-modal features, we see

that matching encoded visual features shows more promises than textual features, but when

both modalities are aligned, the performance can be further improved. Another important

observation is that reducing discrepancies between the cross-modal features are generally

more important than single-modal features. In fact, we even observe negative effects when

single-modal features are aligned. One explanation is that even though the intermediate

representations are aligned, it can still lead to domain-specific shifts in the remaining part

of the pipeline, which is the arguably more important cross-modal modules, since it takes

care of reasoning between two modalities. Our suggestion for practitioners is to place the

discrepancy-related domain adapters close to the prediction head to avoid degradation.

4.3.3 Sub-domains Characterized by Question Types

If we consider the visual domain gaps between VQA-v2 and VQA-Abstract are relatively

low-level (since they are mainly caused by the appearance distinctions of natural images

and clip art abstract scenes), then the gap across question-defined sub-domains might be

higher-level as they involve shifts in semantic meanings, even including the needs for varied

type of information (intuitively for human beings the skill needed to answer how many would

be different from what color). Therefore we also experiment with different adaptations on

sub-domains each with questions relating to a single topic, e.g. object, verify, color, location.

In Fig. 14, each sub-figure represents the validation accuracy on a specific question type,

and the blue line shows the baseline performance of models trained with randomly-sampled

target instances. We compare to training various models with target all coming from the

same question type, and the performance is shown by different colored diamonds. Since the
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Figure 14: Co-training (top) and moment matching (bottom) on MCAN by question types.
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dataset contains different amount of questions in each type (see Tab. 14) we need to compare

the accuracy with the random-selection reference (blue curve).

Corresponding Questions Facilitate Auxiliary Co-training. In Fig. 14 (top) we

show the supervised auxiliary co-training results, and clearly in all question types training

with the corresponding samples give the most efficient performance gain. For example, for

color questions it requires only 5K color-related questions to achieve 85% accuracy, which

is 10 percent greater than a model trained with 5K randomly-selected questions. We also see

other interesting patterns. For example, location is a highly specialized skill that requires

dedicated samples to properly train a model. With only 2K location-related questions the

model can achieve 30% accuracy on this task but if other types of questions are fed (e.g .

object), the model can only get 15% accuracy even with 5 times more samples.

Degraded Performance with Moment Matching. In Fig. 14 (bottom) we show

when unsupervised moment matching is applied the results are vastly different. In this set-

ting we observe in almost all question types feeding corresponding samples during training

have negative effects on the overall performance, e.g . feeding related samples in the target

deteriorate models’ capability on answering similar questions. One hypothesis is that match-

ing moment statistics may require diverse data. This suggests that when the task at hand

requires specialized skills, it might be worthwhile to collect corresponding answers for these

questions and use them for supervised adaptation.

Skills Have Varied Difficulty for Transfer. In Fig. 15 we fixed the amount of data to

sample (1000 in our experiments) from each sub-domain for supervised auxiliary co-training,

and evaluated the performance on other sub-domains. To mitigate the effects that different

sub-domains have varied difficulty by nature (i.e. color questions are easier than reason),

we normalized the table with mean and standard deviation within each sub-domain. We

see verify questions provides very weak signals probably because most of these answers are

either yes or no. A model trained with verify questions are performing horribly on all other

question types, indicating that the model can extract only limited knowledge from verify

questions. On the contrary training with object questions are generally helpful to the model

and in addition to the same category, the model also gets improvements on a few other

sub-domains such as verify, reason and count. We also note that some knowledge is highly
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Figure 15: Training with different questions have varied effects in knowledge transfer.
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specialized that can hardly be obtained from training with other instances, such as location

and color. These observations give practical hints for future work when data collection can

be guided, for example, more concrete question and answers should be collected rather than

generically asking for verification.

4.4 Summary

Based on our explorations, we want to share with future practitioners with our lessons

about how to perform better knowledge transfer for visual question answering tasks.

• Collecting more answer annotations are helpful as it provides the most straightforward

supervision to the model. However, when the resource is constrained, it may not be

necessary to expand the sample size in the target dataset, in particular if answers are

not available.

• For discrepancy-based domain adaptation on VQA tasks, it is important that the match-

ing features should be close to the final classification head which is directly responsible

for generating the VQA predictions.

• If the expected target has a specific application or desired skill, such as counting, or

spatial reasoning (e.g . location), then collecting questions with answers from the corre-

sponding category is most useful. On the contrary, if answer collection is not possible,

one should pay extra attention to diversity in the target.

• When free-form questions are accepted, verify type of questions seem most easy for

human annotators to provide but unfortunately bring the least information to the model.

Question rephrasing could be an important future direction as data augmentation for

datasets.

In this chapter, we thoroughly test multiple domain adaptation strategies under various

settings with respect to target data availability, and show that unsupervised approaches

(including self-supervision) can almost immediately improve model performance even with

extremely limited amount of samples (Hypothesis H5). However, on the other side of the

coin, these approaches usually suffer from an easy-to-reach ceiling thus limited their broader
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applicability. This shows that domain adaptation strategy should take the task holistically

with available resources at hand and design an integral plan to most effectively leverage all

data (Hypothesis H6). We also show that due to the multi-modality nature the discrepancy

in either modal will cause the overall performance to drop, and only when both modalities

are effectively controlled the models can preserve its capability on a shifted distribution

(Hypothesis H4).
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5.0 Conclusion

In this thesis, our exploration started from a concrete appealing problem known as un-

derstanding advertisements as shown in Chapter 2. We collected a large-scale dataset from

scratch to facilitate relevant research, and analyzed various perspectives including exter-

nal knowledge incorporation and cross-modal semantic alignment surrounding this dataset.

During this procedure we formulated the domain robustness as an important issue in visual

question answering, and thoroughly analyzed this characteristic on different families of mod-

ern VQA models over multiple main stream VQA datasets, as elaborated in Chapter 3. In

the final Chapter 4 we focused on filling the gaps in the fundamental understanding about

successful knowledge transfer, and providing a practical guideline by sharing the lessons we

obtained for transferring knowledge from source dataset to a resource-limited target domain.

Our early work is mostly curiosity-driven thus covers diverse topics such as external

knowledge incorporation (Sec. 2.3.3) and bias reduction by breaking shortcut (Sec. 2.3.2),

and we collected dataset by ourselves and developed a wide range of methods to tackle

different problems. However, the core question we wanted to answer remain the same as

building practically usable visual reasoning models for real world applications, either directly

(as in advertisement understanding task, Chapter. 2) or with the help of transfer learning

by knowledge from relevant domains (Chapter. 3 and 4).

5.1 Validated Hypothesis

Throughout the thesis we tested different hypotheses with carefully designed experi-

ments. Now we revisited key observation and our experimental evidence that supports these

hypothesis.

In Chapter 2 we developed the first public dataset for understanding the persuasive

rhetoric in advertisement, but due to the complication of the task more knowledge is needed

than simply analyzing the surface signals for revealing the hidden message. We experi-
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mented with direct knowledge incorporation (by injecting Wikipedia entries in the graph

model) as well as indirect knowledge distillation (by weighing in models that learned on ex-

ternal datasets) and show both are effective for solving the lack of data issue in multi-modal

reasoning. (Hypothesis H1, H2) When inspecting the equality of different modalities in

the advertisement, we also identified that both modalities actually contribute to the overall

meaning of the message, thus the potential discrepancies in either modality may cause the

incompatibility of the model on a shifted domain (Hypothesis H4).

In Chapter 3 we analyzed multiple main stream datasets with different family of state-

of-the-art VQA models, and illustrated the general fragility when the domain of interest

has discrepancy with the data being used for training. With the help of generative model

such as image stylization and machine translation we created well-controlled domain shifts

within single modality and showed that even the small domain shifts in a single modality

will interfere with cross-modal VQA models significantly (Hypothesis H3). With all the

tested methods we notice that neuro-symbolic and transformer-based models demonstrate

relatively stronger robustness over other candidates, which provides an opportunity to build

domain robust models if data permitted (Hypothesis H5).

In Chapter 4 we focused on a more practical scenario where data about the target domain

is limited. In fact we further focused on a fundamental question which inquires the minimally

needed data in the target domain for successful knowledge transfer. On a proxy testbed with

real datasets, we tested two representative models about the sensitivity of different domain

adaptation approaches using varying amount of target samples, with or without ground-

truth answer labels. We also show that when answer labels are unavailable it requires

both modalities to be aligned for an unsupervised adaptation to work (Hypothesis H4).

Arguably as a special form of unsupervised adaptation, self-supervision leveraged individual

samples thus the reconstruction-based approach has more effective usage of unlabeled data,

reaching a much higher threshold than discrepancy-based moment matching (Hypothesis

H5), Ultimately we show that by combining even a small fraction of annotated samples with

unlabeled supervision, the performance can beat even the fully supervised counterparts,

showing the significance of coordinately design the system to transfer the knowledge most

effectively (Hypothesis H6).
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5.2 Limitations and Future Work

This thesis has some important limitations as listed below.

1. Although many of our design choices and intuitions are motivated by human reasoning

(such as Sec. 4), we still need to admit that the reasoning procedure is far from human

reasoning. This is most obviously shown from our analysis on domain robustness and

cross domain VQA evaluation as in Chapter 3. For human beings the distributional

shifts caused by visual appearances or linguistic paraphrasing are easy to identify, but

we see clearly performance drop even when single modality is manipulated. In fact, in

most of our experiments the reasoning module with neural network as its core serves

as a black box and is unknown to the researcher and the user. In spite of our efforts

to inject human intuitions and make the prediction interpretable, the final prediction in

many cases are still a mystery to us. We hope that in the future visual reasoning can

achieve more transparency and interpretability, which we believe is critical for human to

confidently deploy intelligent machine leaning algorithms in real world applications.

2. In the final Chapter the main experimental validations are done on two well-established

VQA datasets, i.e. VQA-v2 and VQA-Abstract. This design helped to control the noises

thus can most reliably reveal the fundamental characteristics during knowledge transfer

across datasets, such as sensitivity. However, there still exists relatively large gap from

this proxy to real world applications. For one thing, the images within VQA-Abstract

come from clip art abstract scenes and are vastly distinct from any of the real applications,

such as medical VQA or video surveillance understanding. We still believe that the

lessons learned from this testbed is universally helpful and can give important insights

for transferring a VQA model, but we note that one promising future work might be to

directly tackle the real world applications with the proposed system.

3. Throughout this thesis we explored multiple different perspectives surrounding visual

reasoning, but still some projects are relatively loosely connected. This includes both

methodology as well as the dataset and benchmark we used. For example, in the adver-

tisement understanding we used hand-crafted features together with traditional statis-

tical learning methods (e.g . support vector machines and linear regression) for tackling
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semantic equality (Sec. 2.3.3), but in other projects we mainly rely on deep neural net-

work for capturing the interactions across visual and textual modalities. When incorpo-

rating external knowledge, we adapted different datasets as source of knowledge, such

as DBPedia [68] in Sec. 2.3.2, LaMem [60], MRC [21] and WordNet [92] for Sec. 2.3.3,

etc. Another example is regarding the benchmark and evaluation. Even with the adver-

tisement understanding dataset, due to the limitation of available annotations and task

difficulty, we chose multiple evaluation criteria such as accuracy on fixed candidate pools

(multi-way classification) as in Sec. 2.3.1.1 or ranking of matching statement retrieval

in Sec. 2.3.2. Within each project we explicitly designed controls and ablation studies

to validate the effectiveness of different modules, but due to the inconsistency across

projects, the results are hard to compare.

To sum up, we believe this thesis focuses on a very meaningful topic but the ultimate

problem is still far from being solved. Based on our current explorations, we share the

promising directions and approaches for improving our previous work, maybe in the future.

1. As an early-stage exploratory work, our efforts on understanding advertisements intro-

duced the challenging task to the community and gained some traction on tackling the

problem. It also inspired much of our later work, however, due to our limited knowledge

at that moment, there remained many aspects that can be done in a better way. For one

example, for the visual and textual encoding of the image and slogans, we directly take

the pre-trained models like VGG and ResNet without further adaptation. As one can

imagine, the carefully curated advertisement naturally differs from the real photos. One

possible fix is to training models with self-supervision signals, therefore the pre-trained

encoders can adapt to the new domain of persuasive visual artistry. Another example

is the inefficient usage of data. In Section 2.3.3, when dealing with the relationship

between image and slogans in advertisements, we put more emphasis on the non-literal

expressions thus we developed an automatic filter to remove old-fashioned vintage adver-

tisements. This ensured that we only preserve the modern advertisement in our analysis,

but from a domain shifts perspective, these instances may serve as a related domain

to provide model with generic knowledge, thus simply discarding all those cases is a
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waste of resource. From today’s perspective, we believe that a more natural pipeline to

understand advertisement should include a self-supervised pre-training objective on all

collected advertisements (without target labels) to feed the model with basic knowledge

about the domain, and also a dedicated domain adaptation module for both image and

text to capture the potential domain shifts. This design is built upon the assumption

of transferring general knowledge from other domains (non-advertisements), and we em-

phasize that it is possible to better capture the subtle differences within advertisements

using domain adaptation approaches.

2. On the advertisement understanding challenge, we separately evaluated the models’ per-

formance on product-related advertisements and public service announcements, as the

main message for the former is usually promoting sales; but for the latter, it is more about

improving awareness for injustice. However this categorization is still coarse-grained and

misses much information. For example, within the product-promotion advertisements,

beauty-related cosmetics tend to demonstrate a “before/after” comparison to emphasize

its effectiveness, while vehicles usually show its rapid acceleration and high speed with

blurry background. We used to capture these insights with symbolism, but from a do-

main adaptation perspective these finer-grained advertisements form their own cluster

and learning with a unified strategy cannot leverage the detailed signals. As we have

shown in Section 4.3.3, these finer-grained sub-domains may benefit each other during

knowledge transfer.

3. We briefly discussed the difference in desired knowledge for questions in different types,

but we also noticed that these question types are mostly created by parsing the question

with a heuristic-based syntactic parser, such as matching the first few keywords of each

question. This categorization to some extent captured the main semantics and served

as a good proxy, but it also raises a concern that sometimes the parsing is unreliable.

From VizWiz where questions are written by blind people, we see that many questions

are informal and do not follow grammatical rules. We believe a better approach is to

incorporate automatic clustering into question analysis, thus the higher-level semantics

could be considered and leveraged.
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5.3 Broader Impacts

With all the listed limitations, we are still optimistic about the thesis as a small step to-

wards more robust and intelligent visual reasoning. In the past decade the large-scale datasets

(such ImageNet [113], Visual Genome [66], Conceptual Captions [120], JFT-300M [125], etc.)

together with more effective deep learning algorithms (ResNet [43], Transformer/BERT [133,

25], GPT [11], etc.) push forward the boundary of artificial intelligence and help creating

many life-changing applications. However not all applications have the luxury to obtain

sufficient data for feeding these data-hungry models, especially when multiple modalities

are involved and the potential interactions may grow exponentially. Transfer learning and

domain adaptation are still going to play important roles as an family of knowledge transfer

techniques. We envision that in the future an ideal VQA model that can accumulate its

knowledge from arbitrary knowledge base but also can adapt to any specific domain with a

few (or even none) samples in the target domain, approaching human intelligence and create

a better world.
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